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SUPPORTING WOMEN FOR LEADERSHIP

“We need organizations that can come

up with empowerment programmes so
that women can come out of their closet
and vie for the available posts, considering that the new Constitution offers
women a third of the posts.”

Our deepest fear is
not that we are inadequate, our deepest fear
is that we are powerful beyond measure.

Pamoja Tunaweza !

Chap Chap women group members based in Agoro village, Awasi location of Nyando district break into song and dance during a visit by AMWIK team.

Rallying call for women to participate in governance

By Lilian Juma

ranny Hellena Wangweni listened
attentively, holding her chin with
her eyes fixated on the small radio
in one corner of the room. Occasionally she

G

were invited to air their views, the elderly
woman stared blankly, lost in her world, you
would say. A world of contrasts! With her
advanced age, you would be forgiven to
think she was either totally indifferent or was
oblivious of what was being discussed.

nodded and smiled as the radio presenter
spoke. However, immediately after the

And so it came as a big surprise to AMWIK for awakening the women of
everyone when she raised her hand to give Nyando. The gathering was impressed

programme, when all her group members

her views concerning the radio listening with both her eloquence and confidence.

AMWIK published the book, "Journey to
Leadership" profiling women MPs in the
10th parliament. Copies at AMWIK.

The Dawn is a quarterly newsletter of the GGP Programme

sessions dubbed ‘Pamoja Tunaweza’
(together we can), a rallying call for women
to participate in governance. First, she
recapped all she had heard on one of the
programmes, concerning the challenges
and rights of women in Kenya and thanked

CONTINUED ON PG 7

EMPOWERING
WOMEN BENEFITS
SOCIETY
By Irene Kerubo

T

o empower women is to inspire them to have the courage to
break free from chains of limiting belief patterns and societal
or religious conditioning that have traditionally kept them
suppressed and unable to see their true beauty and power. They
are encouraged to bring forth the beauty and strength within
themselves and be the best they can be. For a long time now,
women have lived “a below the line life“ where they are seen as
nothing but assets owned by their male counterparts in society.
Though this seems to be changing, we still have the perception
that. a woman can never be a leader and especially of men.
Studies show that when women are supported and empowered,
the whole society benefits. Families are
healthier, more children go to school,
agricultural productivity improves and
incomes increase. In short, communities,
become more resilient.

Hon. Charity Ngilu

Martha Karua, Charity Ngilu, the late
,
Professor Wangari Maathai and
. Dr. Julia
Ojiambo are good examples of women who
have struggled for the equality of women
in our society. Only through hard work and
support will we get our rightful share in
anything that we do; and it is through our
collective support for each other that our
male counterparts can see our determination
and therefore respect us.

Hon. Martha Karua

This poem, therefore, is dedicated to all
women of the world:

Our Deepest Fear
“Our deepest fear is not that we are
inadequate
Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure
It is our light, not our darkness that most frighten us
We ask ourselves
,
Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented and fabulous?

The late Professor
Wangari Maathai

Actually who are you not to be?
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, God
You are a child of
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Your playing small does not serve the world
There is nothing enlightened about shrinking,
,
so that other people won’t feel ,insecure
around you
,
We are all meant to shine as children do
We were born to make, manifest
the glory of
,
God that is within us,
It’s not just in some of us; it is in everyone
,
And as we let our own light shine
We unconsciously give other people
permission to do the same
As we are liberated from our own fear
Our presence automatically liberates others.”
A Return to Love by Marianne Williamson

Dr. Julia Ojiambo

IN THIS ISSUE

Dear beloved readers,
It’s been a while since The Dawn Issue No. 1 was
out. Welcome to The Dawn Issue No. 2 where we
adopted a different approach. As you may notice,
we’ve changed the size and design. Hope you enjoy
the new look apart from reading the articles.
AMWIK is among organizations that are at the forefront of
advocating for women’s and children’s rights and partners
with various local and international organizations to achieve
this objective.
As we enter the election year, women are gearing up to ensure
that the two thirds threshold of either gender as stipulated
in our constitution is achieved. Women have agitated for so
long for this legal provision and they are rearing to go to claim
what is rightfully theirs!
AMWIK’s rallying call to women is for them to understand
that they must avail themselves for these positions and be
ready to compete for them. To the rest of the community and
society, your support for women leadership is highly required.
We must rid ourselves of the age old cultural stereotypes
against women leaders and appreciate that equity in society
can only be achieved when women and men work and
support each other. There is need to understand that women
too are adequate for leadership and this is exemplified in the
fact that a woman-led political party (Narc-Kenya) was
the first to be fully registered after meeting all the
requirements in compliance with the Political Parties
Act. Take a peek at the adjacent press cutting for
more information.
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Why the clamour for representation? Representation
is a right as stipulated in the new constitutional
dispensation. AMWIK’s aptly sums up this spirit
through its vision of a “A just society in which
the media embraces and promotes equitable
development, human rights and women rights”.
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Happy reading everyone!
Medina Ibrahim
Editor, The Dawn Issue 2
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The GGP III evolved from three preceding gender programmes implemented in Kenya namely a) The Engendering Political Participation Process Programme (EPPP) in 2002; b) The Gender
and Governance Programme (GGP) Phase I implemented from 2004-2006 and c) Gender and Governance Programme Phase II. The emphasis is on encouraging women participation in
leadership at all levels of governance.
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Forum to enhance women
representation in Parliament
By Faith Muiruri

C

ritics who still perceive women political
contenders as power hungry and out to
exploit the strength of Affirmative Action
set out in the new Constitution are in for a
surprise.

Further, the group has embarked
on an elaborate campaign that seeks to
reverse the social, customary, political and
economic barriers that stand in the way of
women contestants.

A movement driven by young women
aspirants is keen to shake off this tag. They
are intent on pulling a political stunt that will
set the stage for a tough duel come the next
general elections. The group dubbed Forum for
Young Women in Politics plans to mobilize their
numbers to triumph at the ballot box.

“We still live in a patriarchal society
where women are hardly regarded as fit for
leadership positions and therefore we are
engaged in campaigns to sensitize voters
to embrace women as leaders and are
lobbying for the elimination of all forms of
discrimination against women to help them
realize their full potential as leaders,” she
adds.
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“It is the women who own the votes
because they have the numbers. We will
use our numbers to speak from a position of
The group has lined up a series of
authority this time round.
activities that rolled out
We plan to approach leading
from October last year.
political parties and negotiate
“Currently
we
are
for equal terms including
recruiting
forum
issuance of party tickets to our
members,” explains Pollyne “I urge women to work tirelessly representatives in every
county to jumpstart our
Owoko who is a co- founder of
the group during an interview for what they want because campaigns and marshal
more support at the
with The Dawn.
grassroots level,” she adds.
She is optimisticnothing can be achieved without
This will then culminate in
that the group will become
a formidable force ahead of hard work. Indeed sweat and a series of meetings at the
national level to increase
the next general elections.
“We intend to enter into pre- determination is the surest way the visibility of women
contenders ahead of the
election agreements with
political parties. If we give of achieving gender equality,” elections.
them our support during
“Most women lose out
FIRST LADY, LUCY KIBAKI
the electioneering period,
during the elections mainly
then they must guarantee
because they are not visible.
our candidates substantive
The forum will provide
support in their strongholds,”
them with an opportunity
she says.
to meet with voters and
present their agenda ahead
Pollyne, who is vying
of the elections,” says
for the Makadara seat says that women
Winnie Maru, an official of the group.
aspirants under the forum will have similar
entitlements with their male counterparts in
Winnie, who intends to contest for
terms of support and resources.
the Eldoret North parliamentary seat says
that young women aspirants will fight it
Currently, the group is engaged in
out with other male contestants and have
fundraising. All aspirants willing to join the
no intention of running for seats that have
group have to pay a membership fee of Ksh
been earmarked for women candidates in
5,000/- each while supporters require Ksh
the 47 counties.
3,000/- each. Students will each pay Ksh 1,000/.
“We have no intention of
contesting for seats that have been set
The group is also selling T-shirts
out for women in the counties but we will
emblazoned with the words, I am running for
contest for the other 290 seats to realize
office, My mum is running for office, My sister
the spirit of the constitution,” says the
is running for office, My girlfriend is running for
official, adding that the group which mainly
office and My wife is running office all to suit
comprises of young women aspirants aged
different categories of voters.
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between 18-40 years will not just sit back and
expect provisions of the constitution to work
for them.
She says that the 47 seats are not
enough to increase women representation in
elective bodies and thus the need to explore
other possibilities to boost the numbers.
This, she says will see a majority
of women aspirants clinch overwhelming
victory during the next elections.
“The forum needs representation in
all the 47 counties. Every county has its own
issues which are better addressed at the local
level. There will be a leader in every county
running campaigns on the need to change
the perception of the society on women
leaders with an emphasis that women can be
good leaders if given a chance,” she adds.
The launch of the Forum for Young
Women in Politics comes amidst calls by the
First Lady Lucy Kibaki to women aspirants
to fight out for public positions instead of
leaving the arena to be dominated by men.
“I urge women to work tirelessly
for what they want because nothing can be
achieved without hard work. Indeed sweat
and determination is the surest way of
achieving gender equality,” she urges.
The First Lady challenges them to
explore other ways of boosting women
representation without invoking section
81 (b) of the Constitution which bars any
elective body from having more than twothirds of its members from one gender.
The former Chairperson of Kenya
Commission on Human Rights (KCHR) Ms.
Florence Jaoko shares similar sentiments.
She underscores the need for women to map
out strategies through which they can ascend
political leadership without necessarily
waiting for the one-third gender rule to work
out for them.
“Do not make reference to the
Constitution. Speak out from positions of
power. Look for seats and not commissions.
Do not wait for incentives or to be handed
out positions. You must come up with clear
strategies on how you can win the elections
so that you are not regarded as tokens for
political power but as equal partners with
similar privileges and capacity to produce
leaders of equal power,” she said.
She said that women need to
seriously engage with political parties and
make sure that female contenders are
nominated to vie in strong constituencies.

OUR MANTRA
"I am running for office
My mum is running for office
My sister is running for office
Ms. Polyne
Owoko, cofounder of Forum
for Women in
Politics adn
asiprant for
Makadara seat,
Nairobi County

My girlfriend is running for
office
My wife is running office"

“It will be ill-advised for a woman
contender to vie on an ODM ticket in a PNU
stronghold because they will automatically
lose,” she said.
She urged women aspirants to
familiarize themselves with the Political
Parties Act and Elections Act to enhance their
level of engagement.
“You must stop populating around
the lowest echelons of every institution
because there will be no impact.”
She said that those vying for seats
as women representatives should not seek
for re-election but should use the seats to
enhance their visibility and leave a chance
for other women who may aspire for political
leadership in future.
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of the Women’s National Charter at the Bomas of
Kenya.

picture of the database for women political
2.Aaspirants’
2012 sponsored by UN Women and
GGP(USAWA). For more details visit www.
womenaspirants.org

participate at the Maiella Peace
3.Women
Tournament organized by AMWIK with support
of Ford Foundation.

celebrate after the launch of the Women’s National Charter at the Bomas of
4.Delegates
Kenya on 27 January 2012. The event was spearheaded by the Women’s Empowerment
th

Link (WEP).

5.Delegates Maclina Okindo (right) from Kisii County and Beatrice Barongo Kengere

sample resource materials given to delegates during the launch of the Kenya Women’s
National Charter.

Empowerment Link (WEL) Organizational Director Grace Mbugua presents
6.Women’s
the Women’s National Charter to Hon. Charity Ngilu as women county representatives
look on.

Executive Director, Ms. Jane Thuo dancing with Tharaka Women Group
7.AMWIK
members involved in radio listening for the GGP Project.

6.

7.
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1.A section of county delegates during the launch
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Need for women empowerment
Affirmative action demystified
By Dorah Nesoba

A

t the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995, there took place a
global consensus around women’s advancement in the public sphere through the
institutionalization of national machineries for
women. There was also the affirmation of the
gender quota in policy and decision-making
spaces. In response, a significant number of
women’s groups and individual feminists took
up the challenge of more strongly addressing
and challenging male domination in politics especially in Kenya.
Sixteen years later, many Kenyan women are
happy with the gains fixed in the new Constitution. Coming from a patriarchal society where
culture and tradition are deeply ingrained, the
women are happy that they will have access to
land, family property ownership, political and
economic participation among other gains.
ARE WOMEN THE ONLY MARGINALIZED GROUP?

Article 100 promotes the representation of marginalized groups in Parliament and lists them as
women, persons with disabilities, youth, ethnic
and other minorities and marginalized communities.
Notably, affirmative action is guaranteed in the
Constitution in a couple of provisions including Article 27 (8)
that states that the
State shall take legislative and other
Women have received a lot of measures to implespace in the new Constitution. ment the principle
that not more than
two-thirds of the
The Constitution reserves 47 seats members of elective or appointive
for women.
bodies shall be of
the same gender.
Marginalized groups are listed as Article 81 (b) provides that not more
women, persons with disabilities, than
two-thirds
youth, ethnic and other minori- of the members
elective public
ties and marginalized groups. of
bodies shall be of
the same gender.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
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Affirmative action to be also applied in procurement of government services and goods.
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However, it appears that women
are the loudest on
the issues of affirmative action and
representation of marginalized communities.
Lately, we have witnessed women asserting
and entering the halls of formal power. Through
the gender quota, some feminists may be entering undemocratic political spaces while
some undemocratic women may be benefiting from the expansion of democratic spaces.
And as feminists participate in decision-making
within government institutions and political parties, there is danger of de-politicization but also
opportunities for recasting politics. These are
issues that women’s movements everywhere
need to continually address and reflect on.
Ms. Mary Kamau, a second hand clothes trader at Kenyatta Market notes that politically,
women are under-represented. “The role assigned to men and women is pre-determined
by societal attitudes. Women’s roles are seen
as reproductive and not productive hence the
false dichotomy between private and public
spheres and the value placed on marriage and
motherhood,”
She explains that the rural woman has been
gravely neglected. “I disagree with the notion
that women are loudest in this debate, they are

only fighting for what
is rightfully theirs. Despite the significance
of the rural sector in
economic
development of Kenya it still
lacks basic infrastructure. Because women
are educationally disadvantaged they do
not have the same job
opportunities as their
male counterparts.”
According to the new
Constitution, affirmative action is also to be
applied in the procurement of government
services and goods to
include groups that
All women stand to gain a lot in the new constituional dispensation
have traditionally not
been able to particiwho want to competitively vie for the Senate and Napate in government business. This also opens
tional Assembly. We will be told that we have seats
business opportunities for women in business
reserved for us and there is no need to compete with
and the private sector. The Constitution also
men.”
expressly refers to the need to apply affirmaShe adds that middle class women who are mostly
tive action to minority and marginalized poputhe professionals are the ones at the forefront delations.
manding the implementation of this principle beDr. Daniel Muia, Chair of the Sociology Decause they stand to gain more than the others.
partment at Kenyatta University says women
“However, I believe waiting a little longer for legislahave received a lot of space throughout the
tion under Article 100 would address the problems
Constitution. “The question is what they are
afflicting all marginalized populations because patrigoing to do with it.”
archy affects women, persons with disabilities, youth,
Dr. Muia finds the implementation of Article 81
ethnic and other minorities and marginalized com(b) as one that is likely to lead to manipulamunities.”
tion and horse-trading just to get the numbers
Professor Adagala opposes the move for a constirather than getting the best persons to articututional amendment on the one-third principle. She
late women issues.
proposes that if Cabinet is looking for a formula on
“The practicality of always attaining one third
how to comply with the one-third principle, they
representation will soon dawn on Kenyans and
should revert back to the original Article 121 that prothey are likely to start being hostile to gender
posed a mixed member proportional representation
equality/equity concerns – leading to further
(MMPR) that was presented to the Parliamentary Semarginalization.”
lect Committee because it is the best solution under
a patriarchal system.
He further warns that Article 251(11) where the
chairperson and vice-chairperson of a comUnder the MMPR, what will be required is for the parmission are expected to be of different genties that attract the votes to be compensated with
der will lead to women being cast as permaseats that are proportionate to the vote the party
nent deputies given the patriarchal nature of
garners in the election rather than increasing the
the Kenyan society women.
geographic territories represented.
The Constitution reserves 47 seats in the National Assembly for women. This is in addition
to and does not bar women from vying for
positions in the constituencies and for the 12
political party nominations. Dr. Muia wonders
how the special seats for women will be apportioned. “Which women?” he asks. “Women
are not a homogeneous group and this might
lead to further marginalization of grassroots
women.”

Further, under the MMPR, each party would be required to publish a list approved by the Political Parties. Such a list must meet the strict requirements of
the electoral rules ahead of the general elections.
Each of the political party lists must have these six
interests listed alternately to ensure that the list promotes the representation of these interests that are
naturally disadvantaged under the current first past
the post (FPTP) electoral system.

Former Constitution of Kenya Review Commission (CKRC) member Professor Kavetsa Adagala says women appear to be the loudest
partly because of the media but also because
they make up majority of the population at
52 percent. She holds the view that women
should take along other marginalized groups
as Kenyans grapple with the implementation
of Article 81 (b) of not more than two-thirds of
the members of elective public bodies being
of the same gender.

Prof. Adagala says the MMPR would have taken care
of the political interests of the sparsely populated
communities by ensuring their current constituencies are not reduced while meeting the interests of
the more populated constituencies including those in
urban areas such as Nairobi by using the compensatory MPs list to ensure that the legislature is more
representative.Under this system, she notes, “administration and allocation of resource would be based on
the administrative units’ basis, in this case the counties rather than the constituencies basis. The MMPR
system is more representative and diverse.”

She warns that women who support this principle think that it is the easiest way of getting
into the elective and appointive offices but it
is a double edged sword that cuts both ways.
“This principle will block the way for women

With all these gains, patriarchy is still fighting back
and the women of Kenya must stand up and safeguard their rights because they have waited for so
long for affirmative action in elective and appointive
positions.

Pamoja Tunaweza!

CONTINUED FROM PG 1

Granny Hellena did not mince her words;
she made it clear that the women of this

undertake for their own good.

generation were living in good times
despite the many challenges facing the

Ms. Thuo urged groups to take
ownership of the programmes and

lot.

be the light of their communities. She
said for any success to be achieved,

“I wish such sessions came during my time.

communities

must

be

willing

to

You people of this generation (gesturing at
group members) are lucky to benefit from
such women empowerment opportunities
that are geared towards encouraging
women to go for leadership positions.
During my time many women never
went to school and were confined to the
home as culture dictated. If the time was
reversed, I would surely go for a leadership
position after gaining this knowledge,” the
granny said in fluent Dholuo interpreted
for the audience by, Mrs Jane Omollo, the
chairperson of the group.
Granny Hellena regretted that at her
age there was nothing else to do except
to envy ‘the women who stood to gain’
from this programme. However, AMWIK
advises that women of all ages have equal
chances of vying for leadership provided
they have what it takes. And leadership is
not only reserved for politics as one can
be a village elder, church official, leader
in school committees and local advisory
boards, in political parties and at both
county and national levels..

Nyakach Women League members listening attentively during the monitoring in Nyando Disttrict.
Inset, Granny Helena posing for a snap after giving her views during the session.

AMWIK implemented the radio listening and happy.”
group project titled, Supporting for Women’s
Participation in Governance through the
media in the wider Nyando and Tharaka
districts in August 2011 and is working with
a total of 10 existing community groups, five
each from Nyando and Tharaka districts.

The locals also praised the strategy
used by AMWIK to create awareness
among
communities
through
community radio listening sessions.
AMWIK ED Ms Jane Thuo explained that

These are Kwe Women Group, Better Living
Women Group, Sigoti Namteta Youth Group
(SINATEP), Chap Chap Women Group and
Nyakach Women League in Nyando. The
groups in Tharaka are Mwanganza Self

AMWIK came up with the innovative
idea of community radio after realizing
that our previous programmes aired
only on national channels were not
reaching all women. The advantage

Women too can be leaders in their own
homes and at group level among others. Help Group, Kamwara Women Group,
The discussions were being held during a Amkeni Gikingo Ladies Reformers Group,
monitoring exercise of the Nyando Radio Matakiri Folk Media Group and Wendo-Ini
listening groups in Early February, Led by Women Group. The Nyando groups are
AMWIK Executive director,
coordinated by Mrs Caren
Ms. Jane Thuo who was
Owiti while Tharaka groups
also accompanied by the Negative perceptions of are headed by Mrs. Grace
Programmes Officer, Lilian
women leaders are also Nduyo and Mary Kariithi.
Juma.

is that the programmes for community
radio are pre-recorded and repackaged
in cassettes and CDs which community
groups can listen to at their convenience
and also discuss action points which they

sacrifice their resources, i.e., time,
money and skills and be willing to
educate others. “When you have the
light, don’t cover it; put it open for
others to see,” Ms. Thuo said.

changing where some
The two projects have been
Granny Hellena is a men, including the Luo major successes. It has seen
member of the Better Council of Elders, Nyakach a number of women in the
Living
Women
Group
groups being interested in
Chapter
based in Kakola location
leadership positions where
pledged their support for
of Ahero in Nyando District.
many have contested and
women leadership.
Her dilemma represents
were elected to leadership

communities on the women’s gains in the
new constitution; to encourage women
to go for leadership positions and also to
encourage the communities to support
women leadership, in addition to training
media to be gender responsive.

positions in their parties
(e.g. a number of Nyando
women
were
elected
to leadership positions in the recently
held grassroots elections for the Orange
Democratic Party (ODM) in schools,
hospitals and churches.
Negative perceptions of women leaders
are also changing where some men,
including the Luo Council of Elders,
Nyakach Chapter pledged their support for
women leadership. Women who know their
rights are increasingly gaining recognition
and respect in the community. Mr Japheth
Omollo Kamanyala, the chairman of the
Luo Council of Elders, Nyakach Chapter
said the group was totally in support of
women and were also organizing national
prayers for all men in Nyakach to support
women. “We challenge women to stand
for any posts; we will support you,” he said
stressing the need for equality on all fronts
for “the women of this nation to be healthy

NYANDO AT A GLANCE
History: Nyando was created
in 1966 after the larger
Nyando was split into Nyando
and Nyakach.
In 1987 the former absorbed
part of Winam and part
of it was hived off to form
Muhoroni while the remaing
part became Nyando in 1996.
Nyando district is a new
district in Kenya which broke
away from Kisumu District in
Nyanza Province in 1998.

Its capital is in a small town
called Awasi 30 kilometres
east of Kisumu.
Nyando District’s largest
urban centre is Ahero,
located 24 kilometers from
Kisumu City. Nyando district
borders the Rift Valley
Province. The district is
named after the Nyando
River.
The Current Nyando MP is
Hon. Fredrick O. Outa
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the opinion of many other
women in Kenya, both
young and old who also
do not understand the benefits that the
new constitution of Kenya 2010 has for
women. They know that opportunities
for them exist in the new constitution but,
where and how the dilemma remains. The
other challenge is that women leaders and
even those at community level do not know
a lot about the media while majority of the
media lack gender sensitive reporting and
knowledge on gender mainstreaming. Yet
most political processes rely on the media
for mobilization of the public for debate
and participation. It is for this reason that
AMWIK implemented the project to sensitize
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Devolution

LANDMARK YEAR AS KENYA SET TO ENACT
LAWS BENEFITTING WOMEN
By DORAH NESOBA

•

Will devolution avail more
resources to people at the
grassroots level?

the outset, Article 1 (4) of the new Kenyan
Constitution recognizes the fact that the
sovereign power of the people is exercised
at both the national and the county levels.

•

How will women benefit?

•

Will it reduce poverty
among women, enable
access to basic needs and
lead to equality between
and among people?

Article 174 of the Constitution highlights
key objectives of devolved government,
among them, promoting social and
economic development and the provision
of proximate, easily accessible services
throughout Kenya; ensure equitable
sharing of national and local resources
throughout
Kenya;
facilitate
the
decentralization of state organs, their
functions and services, from the capital of
Kenya.

These are just some of the questions
in many Kenyans’ minds.

A

new constitution means a new
beginning. It is not business as
usual. There is need to break from
the old ways of doing things and give the
new values a chance to guide the future
of Kenya. Continuous education of the
public on the various provisions of the
new constitution is required to generate
adequate demand for reform.
On August 27 last year, thousands of
Kenyans flocked Nairobi’s Uhuru Park
to watch Kenya’s leaders take their
oaths under the new constitution. Many
said the festivities would mark a new
beginning for the nation.
One of the many benefits that will accrue
to Kenyans includes the devolution
of power to the local level. For once,
Kenyan citizens will have the power to
influence decisions affecting their lives
and livelihoods.

Issue No.2 December - February 2012

These benefits are enshrined in the
new constitutional dispensation which
provides for a devolved two-tier level
of government; consisting of the
national and the counties with a well
established structure for the operational
relationships between the two. From
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it will deliver,
mean
that
making
it
work will pose
substantial
challenges.
TISA National l Coordinator, Ms. Wanjiru Gikonyo
To surmount
t h e s e
challenges, the Deputy Prime Minister and the life of the Provincial Administration,
Minister for Local Government established whose functions have now been taken over
as Task Force to provide a policy and by the new County Governments. More
legislative framework for implementation fundamentally, the posting of the County
Commissioners is an attempt by the Office
of devolution.
of the President to prevent government
Of concern is that ongoing disjointed efforts affairs from the scrutiny that accompanies a
are likely to yield laws that are sound functional assignment process,” she
not well harmonized. There said.

The new

Christine Anyango, a salon
is also concern that vested
Constitution marks interests of ministries to be
owner in Nairobi West
recalls the day Kenya
the end of a highly directly affected by devolution
promulgated the new
centralized state and will undermine the veracity of
constitution. “August 27,
the Task Force on Devolved
2010 was a very big day attempts to resolve Government (TFDG) Report.
for Kenya since it was a the critical issues of There is also the risk that the
new dawn. I knew it was
state power versus report will be watered down
all about women right
or ignored in subsequent
citizens’ rights
from the preamble and all
policy and legislation.
through there is a very big
and control over
on risks to the
representation of women
the development Speaking
country’s devolution process,
in the constitution. That is
process.
The Institute for Social
an excellent idea and I am
Accountability’s
(TISA)
still hoping for the best
National Coordinator, Ms. Wanjiru Gikonyo
because I hear the devolution laws are not
accused a section of the government of
in place and ministries are still haggling on
secretly managing and allocating county
whose law is the best.”
resources.
She notes with concern the delayed
She called for the immediate publishing of
passage of bills, “I know that while certain
the Transition Bill, and the establishment
provisions of the new Constitution were
of an independent Transitional Authority
to take effect immediately, the new
to manage the county transition process.
document was to be fully implemented in
She said the key transition priorities are
2012. The great year is with us now but still
inventory of existing service delivery
no signs of progress.”
contracts and agreements, inventory of all
Devolution is a central promise of Kenya’s
public land and other assets that should be
new Constitution. But the magnitude of
transferred to County governments.
the administrative and political changes,
Ms. Gikonyo said some ministries had
and the great expectations about what
already started deploying
county heads without any
consultations as required
by
the
Constitution.
She cited the Ministry
of State for Provincial
Administration & Internal
Security under the Office of
the President; The Ministry
of Health; the Teachers
Service Commission (TSC)
as among those that
have gone ahead and
implemented
changes
at the county level that
are likely to undermine
the position of County
governments.

Members of the public protesting against the government’s move to water down provisions on devolution as provided for in
the new Constitution. The Ministry of State for Provincial Administartion and Internal Security had started posting County
Commisssioners to the counties.

The Ministry of State for
Provincial Administration
&
Internal
Security
headed by Prof. George
Saitoti has started the
process of posting of
County Commissioners to
Counties. “We take this as
a veiled attempt to extend

The Teachers Service Commission (TSC)
is also posting commissioners to county
level in the absence of a County Education
Policy. She warned that this action seeks to
avoid important questions such as under
whose jurisdiction will District Education
Boards’ fall. Will counties take over council
schools? Who will appoint schools Board of
Governors (BOG’s) and what powers will
School Management Committees (SMCs)
and Parents Teachers Associations (PTA’s)
have? “The Taskforce on Education report
is still pending and should be released for
stakeholder validation and county policy
development on education.”
Juliet Kimani, a student, is of the opinion
that devolution in the new Constitution
will reduce poverty among women, enable
access to basic needs and lead to equality
between and among people but thinks
there are many opportunists who are keen
to plunder the country of its assets during
the transition process.
“In my view, we need a corrupt free
country to attain equity and this can be
done by ensuring the Constitution is fully
and strictly implemented.
Esther Mutua who recently graduated
with a Diploma in Early Childhood
Education hopes that Kenya will become
a more equal and economically balanced
country, but making that hope a reality will
take time, particularly given the current
economic uncertainty.
“Reading the Constitution and listening
to experts on these matters, the
downside risks of service delivery failure
and political backlash are very real if
devolution is not skillfully managed
and seen to deliver tangible results.
Successful implementation will require
careful coordination and planning, clear
communication, as well as visionary and
committed leadership,” says Ms. Mutua.
The new Constitution marks the end of a
highly centralized state and attempts to
resolve the critical issues of state power
versus citizens’ rights and control over
the development process. It establishes
a powerful framework for democratic
reforms, devolution of state power, land
reforms, gender equality and human
rights.

PARADIGM SHIFT
Rights-based
approach to
guarantee equality
and equity and
empower the people
through effective
participation in
public affairs.
By DORAH NESOBA

A

ccording to the International Center
for Transitional Justice’s (ICTJ),
the new Constitution endeavors
to decentralize governance. “One of
the consequences of the centralization
of power in the presidency has been
a widespread perception of alienation
among citizens, many of whom have felt
marginalized, neglected,
and discriminated against
on the basis of their
ethnicity.
Accordingly,
they have asked for the
devolution of governance
so
that
they
can
participate meaningfully
in governmental decisionmaking at the local level.”

determine the allocation of national
revenue among the counties and
maintain oversight over such revenue.
It also plays a role in governmental
accountability: the Senate participates
in the consideration and determination
of resolutions to remove the president
or deputy president from office (Article
145).
However, there is a proposal by
some Members of Parliament led by
Ndaragwa MP Hon. Jeremiah Kioni to
scrap the Senate.
Mr. Paddy Onyango, a former Member
of the Task Force on Devolved
Government (now dissolved after
completion of its task) said that when
Kenyans gave themselves a new
constitution last year, they voted for
a shared governance model under the
National and County governments.
“It is a big
shame
that
key
government
ministries
appear
not to have read the
Constitution,
and
have steadfastly and
resolutely
ignored
the letter and spirit
of the

The
National
Civil
Society Congress (NCSC)
President Mr. Maurice
Odhiambo who is also
Mr Maurice Odumbe
Executive Director of the
Centre for Law and Research International
(CLARION), reminded the government that constitution in taking
one of the most transformative aspects actions that seek to
county
of the constitution which the Kenyan undermine
governments
even
before
people adopted last year was devolution
they
take
off.”
of political power, responsibilities and
resources.
He asked Kenyans to
“Devolution was introduced as a solution remain vigilant against
and alternative to the under-development opportunists who are keen
problems of our country but present to plunder the country of its
government actions are undermining the assets during the transition process.
future independence of Counties and the
entire devolution process.”

Further, the Constitution establishes three
main institutions to facilitate the realization
of these objectives: County governments,
a Senate, and a Commission on Revenue
Allocation. Article 176 establishes a county
government for each of the 47 counties
that consists of a County Assembly (or
legislative branch) and a County Executive
(or executive branch).
The Senate is established by Article 93 as
one of the two houses of Parliament, the
other house being the National Assembly.
Its role is to represent and protect
the interest of the counties and their
governments. It also initiates, debates,
and approves legislative proposals (or
bills) concerning counties (Article 96).
Another critical Senate function is to

passed, his options then were to scrap the
Senate.”

He explains that Kenya’s devolution is
founded on a rights-based approach
informed by and infused with the need to
guarantee equality
and equity and
empower the people
through
effective
participation
in
public affairs. “The
Kenyan
context
is that both the
National Assembly
and the Senate
will
constitute
Parliament.
So
our
Parliament
once fully formed
and
constituted
after the general
Mr Paddy Onyango
elections would not
be complete without the Senate.”

On the anti-reformists fighting the new
order, Mr. Suba Churchill, the Coordinator
of the National Civil Society Congress
appeals for vigilance and opposes the
proposal by Hon. Kioni to table a motion in
Parliament scrapping the Senate.
“The Senate as set out in the Constitution
is set to play the important role of serving
as the buffer zone between the highly
powerful and flammable Presidential
Executive created under the constitution
and the Devolved Governments. Contrary
to perceptions that the presidency
created under the new constitution is a
lame duck, the truth is that the powers
bestowed upon the office can scorch the
whole nation were it not for the checks
and balances that will be provided by the
Senate alongside the National Assembly,
Constitutional
Commissions
and
constitutionally entrenched demands for
public participation that form the entire
yarn of our new constitution.”
Suba notes that the demand of the Kenyan
people for the Senate was informed by a
history of frivolous amendments similar to
those proposed by the Cabinet last year.
“At independence, Kenya had a bicameral
Parliament but the founding President of
the nascent Republic, the late Mzee Jomo
Kenyatta realized that the Senate was
making it more difficult to get his desired
amendments through. In view of the high
threshold of senatorial approval required
to get any constitutional amendments

He adds that those in favour of Centralism
are dead scared of devolution because it
will help disperse power and resources
equitably to the grassroots.
“The provision in the Constitution that the
Senate will determine the manner in which
national revenue will be shared between
the national and county
governments is reason
enough for those who think
their property in Nairobi
will lose value in a couple
of years to run amok. It
does not help matters for
the Centralists that the
Senate will have power
to overturn an Executive
decision to suspend any
county government.

in financial and economic matters”: a
chairperson approved by the National
Assembly, two people nominated by the
political parties represented in the National
Assembly, five people nominated by the
political parties represented in the Senate,
and the principal secretary in the ministry
responsible for finance. The commission’s
main function is to recommend to
Parliament the bases and mechanisms
for the equitable sharing of the revenue
raised by the government between the
national and county governments, and
among the county governments (Article
216). These recommendations should be
guided by a number of principles or criteria
established by Article 203, including the
national interest, the need to remedy
economic disparities within and among
counties, and affirmative action in respect
of “disadvantaged areas and groups.”
This provision of the Constitution
guarantees each county at least 15 percent
of all the revenue collected, irrespective
of how these criteria are applied in any
financial year. The Commission on Revenue
Allocation is also to be consulted by
Parliament when it is determining how to
appropriate money out of the Equalization
Fund (established under Article 204).
The

new

Constitution requires the
government
to
pay
1.5 percent of national
revenue into this fund
every year and to use it to
provide public services to
marginalized areas “to the
extent necessary to bring
the equality of services in
those areas to the level
generally enjoyed by the
rest of the nation.”

The Constitution
guarantees each

county at least 15
percent of all the

Though not as powerful in
some respects for which
the USA Senate is known,
our Senate is vested with
seemingly
ceremonial
powers but which will be
instrumental in rolling out the devolved
governments and creating the enabling
environment that they will need to
operate and deliver on their constitutional
mandate.”

The
Constitution
envisages
that
the
Equalization Fund will
lapse 20 years following its
promulgation, although
Parliament may vote to
extend its operation. In
general, the new Constitution of Kenya
provides a more secure framework for
county governments poverty reduction
especially among women in line with the
country’s development blue print – Kenya’s
Vision 2030; enabling access to basic
needs, leading to equality between and
among people and availing more resources
to people at the grassroots level.

revenue collected.

Article 215 establishes the Commission
on Revenue Allocation which consists
of nine presidential appointees who
“have extensive professional experience

Issue No.2 December 2011- February 2012

The new Constitution establishes a system
of devolved government that may begin
to address these concerns. Article 174
requires this system to achieve a number
of objectives, including promoting
participation and accountability in the
exercise of governmental power, fostering
national unity by recognizing diversity,
giving powers of self-governance to the
people, ensuring equitable sharing of
national and local resources, protecting
the rights of minorities and marginalized
communities, and promoting social and
economic development and access to
public services throughout Kenya.

Marching in support of Devolution as espoused in the new Constitution of Kenya
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Young women representation wanting
By Patience Nyange

A

s women, we continue to call
ourselves marginalized, but the truth
is, women may be to blame for the
sad state of reality. We are on the race for
2012 elections, (if they will happen this year)
but the truth is very few young women have
devoted themselves to run this race.
Attending the launch of the Kenya Women’s
National Charter on 26 and 27 January
2012, it is evident that we will still have older
generation in the next parliament in Kenya
if the women’s attendance is anything to
go by. The women’s national charter aims
to promote the rights of women running for
political office.
Walking around looking for young women
ready to plunge into leadership, I realized
many of them at the Bomas of Kenya
meeting were volunteers and ushers.
Feeling a bit disturbed by this reality, I
decided to engage some women into a
discussion (aged between 42 to 53) and
they had very interesting views as I tried to
find out why young women missing from
their midst.
“We, the elder women are not ready to
give the mantle to young girls like you,
(pointing at me). You should be at home
taking care of your families. You know at
this age, I am ready to take the challenge, I
have the time, my children are all grown up
and living away on their own,” said Janet
Morintat of Narok County, who is vying as a
Member of Parliament.
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The Charter, which was distributed
to the hundreds of women from all
the
counties,
was
developed
by
“MwamkoMpya:UongoziMpya”
Consultant, Professor Maria Nzomo through
the initiative of Women’s Empowerment
Link (WEL).
“We can only be counted if we stand up
and prove that we are countable,” advised
Professor Nzomo who assented to the fact
that women continue to be marginalized
in various areas in life and this can only be
corrected if women took charge and one
area of doing so is in politics.
WEL Director, Grace Mbugua said it was
not enough to have the constitution secure
seats for the women, women too needed
to come out in huge numbers and support
each other, correct each other and plan
together. She commended women for
showing such a great solidarity and said she
was optimistic that in the next parliament,
there will be more women ready for
leadership roles.
The role of the media especially during
this campaign period was something
that was discussed at length. Women
were cautioned against shying away
from cameras and journalists who will be
streaming in in large numbers gathering
stories from all over the counties.

That alone was not convincing for me. If you
pit young women of 30 years and below
verses women of 50 years plus, a clash will
result because of the generation gap. I
found it very hard to strike a conversation
with these women as most of them insisted
on the fact that they are in a better position
to take up leadership positions than their
younger counterparts.

“Know your media contacts well; know
when to ask media people to cover your
story. Not all stories are newsworthy, so
make sure you have substance in your press
release. Make it relevant,” advised Gaitho
Macharia, an editor at the Nation Media
Group.

“What do you think you can teach us? We
are more experienced in life matters, we
have been through a lot and we know
exactly what this country needs. Kenya
needs women like us, we have the ability
to make a great change in this country,”
remarked
Fatma
Suleiman,
aspiring
Member of Parliament for Tana River
County.

The issue of using of social media in the
campaign to gather voters was also a great
topic under discussion. However, there was
an obvious challenge. Having noticed that
most women attending this conference
were older women, I asked the obvious.
Do these women know or even use social
media platforms like the popular Twitter and
Facebook? Your guess is as good as mine.
Most of these women have only heard from
some youngsters around mention these sites
but they have no clue on what they entail.
The good thing is that many were willing to
learn and actually promised to take it upon
themselves to learn how to use social media
as a campaign tool. Many talked of the
possibilities of looking for experts in social
media to help them set up their accounts,
which they are ready to manage.

In the 2007 general elections, out of the
2, 548 parliamentary aspirants, only 269
were women and only one out of the 9
presidential candidates was a woman.
Many women did not make it to leadership
positions which meant that only 22 women
made it to parliament, against 200 male
politicians. Only six of these 22 women hold
cabinet positions.
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and specifically those under Article 27 of
the Constitution.

At the same time, while new Constitution
provides for 47 special legislative seats
for women, the challenge is to get the
women to vie for leadership positions. For
a long time, there has been a myth that
many women shy away from vying for such
positions because they do not consider
themselves qualified to compete against
men.
The Minister for Gender, Children and Social
Affairs, Honorable Dr. Naomi Shabaan who
was among the dignitaries gracing the
occasion, challenged women to look up
to countries like Norway, Sweden and other
European countries where there has been
a successful liberation of women’s rights.
“Women have come a long way to be
where they are today, this is not the end.
We have to prove ourselves fit for the
challenge,” she added.
The Women’s Charter with 18 articles
stipulates the provisions of each article and
warns against the non-compliance with the
non-discrimination constitutional provision

CALL TO END
STEREOTYPING OF
WOMEN

Use of Social Media

All women leaders in attendance at the
launch had great hopes and ambitions
concerning the upcoming elections. Water
Minister Charity Ngilu stole the show once
she stepped in. Many women mentioned
the fact that they have for a long time
looked up to her as a mentor and a role
model when it comes to political leadership.
In her speech, Ngilu encouraged women to
prove themselves worthy of the available
leadership positions. “Do not say if don’t win
this time round, you will win next time. Go
into campaigns with this kind of mentality.
I am a winner and I will win,” she said amid
ululations and applause from the women in
attendance.
The Charter expresses the fact the women
are still discriminated and marginalized
in politics, economy, society, culture,
religion, as workers, and as mothers of the
current and future generations. “There are
differences, but still there are compelling
similarities and we can learn from each
other. Men are still earning more money for
the same jobs as women do,” remarked
Professor Nzomo.

By Margaret Mwangi

‘’Expression,‘’ is a Kenya Broadcasting Corporation talk
show. It recently hosted various NGOs which included AMWIK,
Groots Kenya, Disabled Society of Kenya among others where
participants shared their views on how well prepared women
aspirants in the forthcoming general elections are.

The forum brought together representatives from NGO’s who
shared their views on this topic. Among those invited was the
youthful presidential female aspirant Kingwa Kamencu (see
separate story) who agrees that women are fully prepared to
take leadership positions in this country. She has come out
strongly to campaign for the top seat in the government alongside other women such as Honorable Martha Karua.

The chief guest, Mr. Cyprian Nyamwamu from National Convention Executive Council expressed his concern on how society has stereotyped women, adding that the current statistics
show that 60% of the women are violated by the time they
reach the age of 40. This, he said is of great concern and needs
to be urgently addressed.
Nyamwamu adds that there has been lots of misconceptions
about women empowerment where men tend to believe that
women are over empowered and thus posing a threat in the
men domain. The scenario in Kenya shows that fatherhood in
Kenya is seriously dented where many men and especially in
the rural areas have ceased to be responsible as head of their
families leaving the roles of taking care of the family to women.
This has resulted in many households being headed by women.
The Director of Groots Kenya, Ms. Grace Mwaura says women
have been marginalized for so many years yet they have the
leadership skill in them which they have sharpened over time.
Women should have access clean water, education, food, security, title deeds among others. The environment should be
conducive for women to exercise their leadership skills. She
further expressed her concerns over remarks by one particpant who said that only 2% of women in Kenya own land in
this country.

There can be nothing for women without women. There can’t
be women without women. It is women who suffer when their
men fail to support them. Cyprian said that The National
Women’s Charter has been developed through the effort of a
team of organizations and individuals who have been committed to ensuring that women contribute to the national agenda
before next general elections.

The Charter is meant to realize the rights of the women of Kenya as full citizens who make up over half of the nation’s population. Among those who were involved in the steering committee includes Ms. Jane Thuo, Executive Director of AMWIK, Ms.
Christine Njeru of CPDA, Ms. Daisy Amdany of Crown Trust, Ms.
Beldine Atieno and Annita Achieng of Foundation of Women
Rights, Ms. Mary Kiuma of League of Women Voters, Ms. Emily
Maranga and Ms. Catherine Karambu of Women’s Empowerment Link (WEL) among others.
As a way forward, it was suggested that like-minded organizations should be actively involved in advocacy and capacitybuilding. They should train and mentor women aspirants and
good leadership.

I

By Mercy Njoroge

Violence against women
in politics rife in Kenya
women aspiring to get into politics should
know that “it is business unusual”. She
says her experience has moulded her into a
better politician than the years before and
that 2012 is her year of grabbing the Ndhiwa
MP seat, and running with it, quite literary.

magine being a Member of Parliament for
only 72-hours. Then before you know it, you
are ejected out of the seat without fulfilling
the pledges that you made to the people who
elected you.

In a county where laws are neatly put down
in writing but implementation remains a
farfetched reality, injustices reign supreme.
This is the story of a resilient woman who
believes, “A woman politician needs the skin
of an elephant,” just like Nobel Laureate, the
late Professor Wangari Maathai told a reporter
after the 1992 general elections.
Monicah Amolo’s political journey started
in 2002. It has been a heart-wrenching
experience for the two consecutive terms she
has vied for the Ndhiwa parliamentary seat.
The Executive Director of the Women Shadow
Parliament-Kenya says the political scene in
Kenya, commonly marred with mudslinging
and violence, is a fertile ground to intimidate
women from vying for elective seats. She
however says that this should
not discourage women from
exercising their democratic right
either as a voter or a candidate.
“I entered into politics in 2002
and my decision to contest was
as a result of the Engendering
the Political Process Programme
(EPPP) where we were involved in
encouraging women, especially
in the grassroots level to enter
into politics,” says Amolo.

rather mysterious manner. I almost gave up
but later, got a ticket with the Narc party. I
was now set for the campaigns and ready
to face my opponents,” she says exuding
confidence.

"Our African sociocultural beliefs
have great impact
in the way we are
socialized. In most
communities,
women are to be
seen and not to be
heard."

Being a newcomer in politics,
Amolo says she did not know
the “dirty tricks characteristic
of politics” and she was
“conveniently knocked out of the primaries on
a ‘technicality’ just because she was a woman”.
“Our African socio-cultural beliefs have a great
impact in the way we are socialised. In most
communities, women are to be seen and not
heard. Women belong in the kitchen and not on
a podium. And so when you try to get involved
in politics, it gives men a fright of some kind
and some women will not want to associate
with you for the fear of their husbands wrath,”
Amolo says during the interview at her office in
South C, Nairobi.

“When the primaries were announced, I
knew a battle had been declared. My track
record notwithstanding, I knew I had to be
chonjo! (stay alert!). I was wiser but during the
primaries, I missed the ODM nominations in a

When the campaign period
was declared, Amolo recalls
that she did her campaign in
a very hostile environment.
“I was called all sorts of
unprintable words, my family
was looked down upon, my
house was burnt, all in an
attempt to distract me. Most
of my opponents would send
emissaries to tell me to drop
out of the race but that made
me even stronger,” she adds.

Election day came and
during the tallying, there
were
scuffles
and delays in vote counting. It
was evident Amolo had won
and when the returning officer
announced the results two days
later, she had garnered 17,500
votes against her opponents
15,213 votes. There was
jubilation. Little did she know it
was short-lived.

“Although there are some misunderstandings
on the one-third gender representation
rule, there is a silent understanding that
women leadership is an integral part of the
leadership of this county. Article 97 of the
new constitution states that a woman leader
in the National Assembly must represent
each of the 47 counties. This translates to 47
trophy seats for women and many more,”
says the Ndhiwa parliamentary aspirant.
Amolo’s organisation – The Women
Shadow Parliament – is an institution both
programmatic and a platform for activism
for women’s agenda.
“Looking at where women have come
from, the society is too patriarchal and this
has prevented many women from getting
involved in politics. For the first time in
the history of Kenya, women came out in
large numbers to vie in 2002 because of the
Engendering the Political Process Programme.
Therefore, the same should be seen in the
next elections so that the voices of women
are strengthened inside the August House,”
says the proud mother of seven, a wife and
a student of Leadership Management at
Strathmore University.

AMWIK has
been at the
forfront in
advocating
against
genderbased
violence.
Below: AMWIK
members
marching
resolutely into a
future without
any genderbased violence.

On January 3, 2008 Amolo’s
win was nullified. Evidently,
her opponents would stop at
nothing to kick her out of the
law-making institution.
“The law states that even
if it was a mistake, and the
registration or the printing of
the MPs names has occurred,
and 72-hours have elapsed,
nobody is supposed to deregister people who have been
declared winners except the
courts,” she says.
Her experience taught her that
tough women are feared and
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After being dropped from the 2002 primaries,
though bitter, she decided to focus on the next
general election and continued working with
her community in preparation for 2007. Her
tireless work and efforts to improve the lives
of people of Ndhiwa (Homa Bay) was however
not a guarantee that she would win the MP
seat.

In her closing remarks, Amolo says the new
Constitution is women friendly and the time
is now to change the face of politics in this
country.

Monica
Amolo,
Ndhiwa Parliamentary
aspirant in
the foothcoming general
elections
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Global gender gap: moving towards equality
By Lilian Museka
has failed to match the
steady progress of health
and education.
The report titled Global
Gender
Gap
and
compiled
by
Ricardo
Hausmann from Harvard
University, Laura Tyson
from
University
of
California, Berkeley and
Saadia Zahidi from the
World Economic Forum
illustrates the genderdisparity gap between
men and women across
135 countries.

Ms. Cynthia
Mutere,
Aspirant for
the Women’s
Representative
seat, Busia
County

R

oselyne Rajwero 42, wakes up
every morning to go and till her
land. In her two-acre piece, she
grows maize and cassavas. The
proceeds from her sales go towards
feeding her five children.
Meanwhile, every first and last
Tuesdays of the month, she joins
26 other women to discuss their
political, economic and health
status at an office they have rented
in Busia County.The women, all HIV
positive, came together and formed
Vumilia Self-help group, which they
use to empower themselves.

of the gap.

On
average,
health
and education had the
strongest rate of progress,
with 96 percent of the
health gap closed and 93
percent of the education
gap closed. But economic
participation only closed
59 percent of the gap and
political
empowerment
closed a mere 18 percent

Despite being a signatory to various
international instruments favouring women,
Kenya is lowly ranked at number 103 in the
world in terms of women’s representation,
according to a report by the Interparliamentary Union of 2009. Currently there
are 22 women in the tenth parliament, with
the hope that the number will rise in the next
general elections, including the 47 seats at
the county level.

“This is the more reason we want more
women to come out and offer themselves
for leadership positions so that we can try
to reduce the gap and ensure needs are
catered for in the new Constitution,” says
Roselyn is also a widow who lost her Rachel, adding that “ since last election
husband to the scourge in 2003. She we have seen an improvement in women
suffered from sigma but realized life leadership but we want more.”
had to go on. With drugs available
at the nearby hospital, she met Roselyn is concerned that since Dr. Julia
three other women with the same Ajiambo served as a member of parliament
for Funyula constituency before she was
condition.
ousted by the former Moody Awori, no
“Our meeting grew into this group woman has offered herself for the leadership
and with new members joining post.
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every day, we started farming for
people, who would in turn pay us.
With the little amount we got, we
ventured into poultry farming where
we rear chicken then sell, use part
of the money and bank the rest,”
says Roselyn who is the chairperson
of the group.
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Coming from Nyakhobi sub-location
in Busia County, the women
now meet regularly to acquaint
themselves not only with the
economic status but also women
empowerment programmes that
can help them elect women
leaders who will fight for their rights.

“We need organizations that can come up
with empowerment programmes so that
women can come out of their closet and vie
for the available posts, considering that the
new Constitution offers women a third of the
posts,” she says.
The chairperson also urges former and
current women legislators to hold rallies and
give support to those who express interest
in leadership positions. Ms. Cynthia Mutere,
an aspirant for the Busia County Women
Representative seat in the forthcoming
general elections is in agreement with
Roselyn, adding that women face a lot of
obstacles when presenting themselves for
political posts.

“I am now poised to win the Busia County
Women Representative seat in the next
general elections to represent the county in
the National Assembly. I believe a Member
of Parliament is first and foremost a grassroots
leader, at best, fulfilling a legislative and
representative function and at worst,
careering in politics,” she confidently says.
Mutere says elections are examples of
human rights in practice, adding that
achieving a democratic electoral process is
part of establishing a system of government
that can ensure respect for human rights,
the rule of law and the development of
democratic institutions.
“In this respect, my desire is to move from
being a serial candidate to be a serious
candidate who can muster enough support
to garner the Women Representative seat
that has been introduced by the new
Constitution.”
Asked on what inspired her to vie, she said,
“A while ago, a friend gave me a book
entitled ‘True Grit – Women Taking on the
World for God’s Sake’
by Deborah Meroff.
It is a collection of
true stories about
the work of ‘nine
ordinary
women’
around the world and
their notable impact
as leaders and the
constraints they face
in their quest for
leadership. It made
me begin to think
in what way have I
made attempts to
impact the lives on
rural women in Busia
County.”

Here she outlines her political history. After
FORD was formed following the repeal
of Section 2(a) of the then Constitution
in December 1991, the party’s cardinal
objective was to take the power for all
decision making to the people. We set
out to build a participatory society where
every Kenyan is involved in building his or
her country and where every citizen has the
power to hire and fire his or her Government.”
Ms. Mutere adds that in subsequent
months, gender awareness, civic education
seminars and workshops that were held
countrywide under the auspices of various
women’s organizations were certainly not in
vain. Of particular significance was the first
ever National Capacity Building Workshop
for Women Candidates by the National
Committee on the Status of Women in July
1992, which gave her courage to make her
first attempt.
Over the years, women have been largely
under-represented in decision making
processes of the country, ironically causing
them to be a marginalized group yet they
form the majority of the two genders in the
country.

"We want more women to
come out and offer themselves for leadership positions so that we can try to
reduce the gap to ensure
women’s needs are cattered
for in the new
Constitution."

“Having been born
as a second child of eleven to a politician,
I can always remember the many people
that went through our home for extended
periods of time as my father offered them
hospitality. This inculcated in me a sense of
trying to meet the needs of others. This was
further impressed upon me after I met my
late husband, Mbarak Nasser, in 1986 who
had come with the first lady of Uganda to
attend a conference.
He introduced me to women in politics
through literature that had been used during
the UN Decade for Women in 1985. The
three world conferences of the UN Decade
of Women – held in 1975 (Mexico City), 1980
(Copenhagen) and 1985 (Nairobi) – were
important mobilizing and awareness raising
events.
The decade resulted in a consensus
document,
Nairobi
Forward
Looking
Strategies for Women to the Year 2000
(FLS) which contains a comprehensive set
of strategies for advancing the status of
women worldwide. Five years later, my late
father, Honorable John Mutere introduced
me to active politics during his involvement
with the Forum for Restoration of Democracy
(FORD).

Mutere notes that while
equality in politics may
be a timely strategic goal
to work towards, what is
important is the impact the
women leaders make and
quantifiable outcomes of their
political leadership. Having
women in key decision
making processes enhances
and shapes the way social
issues are handled, such as
health care, education and
environmental
protection,
giving a more balanced
development.

“Out of the 22 female Members of
Parliament, six are nominated. After 48 years
of independence and self rule, we have
only 16 female elected MPs to show for it
in a pool of 210 elected members. There is
still definitely room for improvement. Article
27 (8) of the new Constitution reaffirms on
Clause (6) on affirmative action and further
guides the state on the process in addressing
gender inequalities,” she asserts.
Mutere urges lawmakers take measures that
will ensure gender equality through a quota
system, where “no more than two-thirds of
the members of the elective or appointive
bodies shall be of the same gender”.
The next National Assembly is expected
to have 117 women out of the total
membership. The process, Mutere says, of
ensuring that the principle of two-thirds is
attained in Article 97 is left to the voters who
must work hard to ensure the membership
in the National Assembly has the right
proportions of representation by gender
to ensure it is constitutional, but given our
patriarchal nature, this will be a daunting
task.

“We also move from one village to
another trying to sensitize women
especially those living with the
virus to fight stigma and have
discussions on women’s gains in the
new Constitution so that we can
elect more women in the coming
elections,” she confidently says.

“In 1992, I vied for the Kilimani ward civic
seat in Westlands constituency on a FordAsili ticket and came out as second. I
made a second attempt in 1997 but didn’t
make it during party nominations. During
this time, I faced various obstacles ranging
from harassment, intimidation and financial
shortfalls. This shows that women are
According to a report released by exposed to many challenges and therefore
Women Economic Forum, women need for empowerment to make them stay
make less than twenty percent of strong,” says Ms. Mutere.
global decision makers. The report
released in November 2011 shows She made another attempt during the
that while gender equality ratios 2007 elections by vying for the Budalang’i
have improved in 85 percent of parliamentary seat on a New Ford Kenya
countries over the past six years, ticket but did not garner many votes.
economic
participation
and However she has not given up.
political empowerment for women

Cynthia Mutere with the Prime Minister, Raila Odinga and Hon. Paul Otuoma, Minister for Sports
during a tour of BusiaCounty

KamEncu’s
bid for
Statehouse
She wants to change the political system;
the way politics is done in Kenya and be a
good example of what a good statesperson
should be. Apparently the only people who
go into politics are those who we call the
hoodlums, who go scream and make a lot of
noise.
“Kenya is my responsibility, right now I might
not have everything that I need to be able to
change it, but I’m beginning and every day is
a process. I see new things and I’m equipped
to do bigger things,” she quips.
She’s all about inspiring people to take
charge of their responsibilities and the
Obama-inspired Zen leadership where it’s
not about pointing fingers and appointing
blame or complaining endlessly. She admits
that putting the blame on our leaders alone
is being myopic and not addressing the
bigger issues which involve all of us.
“Kenyans are not genetically wired to be
corrupt. It’s unsustainable to go on like this.
Our politicians give money to voters as bribes
when campaigning, and when elected in
office amass a lot of it for the next general
elections. However, we are not so innocent
in all this, as I have seen voters demanding to
be given bribes and cause such a fracas when
their demands are not met”, she asserted with
such zeal.

Kamencu with AMWIK's Programmes
Manager, Marceline Nyambala

By Yvonne Mwende
“…too much running in circles with no one in control. I WILL BELL THE CAT…”
This is an excerpt from Kingwa Kamencu’s poem, ‘Who will bell the cat? (I
Will, I Am)”

SO WHO IS THIS DARING WOMAN?

he is the daughter to a former High Commissioner
to Australia, whose parents have now ventured
into farming. A third born in a family of three
boys, all high achievers, the older being a lawyer,
the next a banker and the youngest sibling a hip-hop
artist who is also doing his Masters degree.
Kingwa Kamencu joined Oxford on a Rhodes
scholarship in 2009 to study African studies is now
doing an MA in Creative Writing, after completing
her undergraduate studies in History and Literature
with First Class Honors believes that she has been
given so much, as all her wildest dreams have been
answered.
“I am convinced that it’s not about me as a person
or us as a people. The reason that we are created is
not just about our own enjoyment especially when
the people around us are suffering. There is a bigger
reason,” she says.

She is running as an independent candidate,
although she is considering joining forces with
either of the parties that have approached
her. However, she insists they have to share the
same ideals, ethics and beliefs. Her campaign
team consists of 7-15 members, who assist in
fundraising to support her campaign. Saying
that her campaign strategy will be different, her
focus will be more on getting involved in what
people are doing especially in the slum areas
and coordinating town hall meetings.
She urges women to get interested in the way
politics is being
played. She will
also engage
w o m e n
to
get
training
f o r

As I interviewed her, I wondered why a
person with such a strong academic background
would want to venture into politics, and aim for
nothing less than the presidency.
“If it’s about looking for a job just to make me rich,
I can get any job. I am a Rhodes Scholar like Bill
Clinton and Festus Mohai, the former President of
Bostwana. With my qualifications, it is very possible
to get a high place at the UN or World bank, but
I can never feel a success if every time I turn
on the TV, I see drought in North Eastern Kenya
or Somalia. Kenya is like a family, if members of
my family are not doing well, I will not feel like a
genuine success.” she says.
With such optimism, Kingwa believes that Kenya
should be its own super power with ‘ten Oxfords’
to say the least. Kingwa, who grew up as a rather
quiet child and who was never in any leadership
position in her elementary school years, says
her father was an enigma in her life. He
spoke to her about Margret Thatcher,
Bennazir Bhuto and Indira Gandhi and
inspired her to great heights.
From being among the bottom of
her class up to third form when she
discovered herself just in time to
pass her ‘O’ levels and secure a
place in the university, she admits
that leadership does not come
naturally to her and that she has to
work at it.
Kingwa unwinds by
running, dancing,
listening to music
and writing. She
has excelled in
her writing where
her novella, ‘To
Grasp at a Star
‘won her the
Jomo Kenyatta
Literature Award.
She
has
also

entrepreneurial
activities to empower themselves
rather than always getting
handouts. Kingwa feels that
being a woman and single one
for that matter will not dampen
her chances in engaging in
politics.
“I am at peace with who I am
and I realize that there is nothing
to be ashamed at for being a
woman and in fact understanding
that being a woman is a very big
strength because it allows me to
bring to the table a lot of things that
would not be possible if I were a man”,
she quips.
Being in the ‘Y’ generation, Kingwa believes that
this is the time to execute change. In the words of
Mahatma Gandhi ‘we are the change that we
can believe in’.
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S

A woman with a fire, passion and drive who also
admits that she is precocious. At just 28 years
of age, she has managed to bag surmountable
accolades to her name. Bursting out of the loop
and proclaiming her presidential aspirations,
some have dismissed it as hot air and an apparent
gimmick to gain herself some publicity.

published some of her poetry online and others in
anthropologies.
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We need chance, not mercy
By Wangare Ndirangu

D

espite the United Nations adopting
the Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (CPRD)
in 2006, it only came into effect in 2008
completing the long line of international
initiatives in the struggle for disabled rights.

Reverend Rosemnary
with memebers of
her group making
beautiful artifacts
for sale

Presently, there is no internationally
binding convention specifically devoted
to the rights of the people with disabilities
but this does not deter some of the people
who despite their disability, have come
out to protect and promote their lives.

M

en have always complained
that they are being left out
but the fact is that women
are always more vulnerable in all
spheres of life.
When comparing a woman and
a man who are both physically
handicapped, a woman is more
susceptive to diseases when using
public toilets than a man.

Senior leaders of persons with disabilities
in East Africa met for a two day conference
last year to discuss the implementation
and domestication of UN Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and
discuss on strategies to support members
advocate for the implementation.

When at home, a man will always
remain the head of the family even
though he suffer from some form of
physical disability or the other. He will
always be called by his name which
is not the case with the women.
Members of the
group during the
interview

He adds that this has brought a sigh
of relief that persons with disabilities
have finally gained their own charter
and full recognition that they too have
human rights. But as the conference is
discussing how to use the convention
as an advocacy tool, many people
living with disability have continuously
battled segregation and restraint to
their full participation in the society,
facing discrimination, abuse and poverty.

Unless people are sensitized on the
need to be more sensitive when
addressing people with disabilities,
they may not realize the hurt caused
by such derogatory terms.
Referring to people as ‘disabled’ is
not the right term we ought to use
because it is discriminatory. There
is a great deal of disagreement
as to what should be considered
offensive. Views vary with geography
and culture, over time, and among
individuals.

At a glance, when one walks towards
a pitched tent at the Muthama Shopping
Centre in Waithaka, Dagoretti District
where Rosemary spends most of her day,
one cannot help but be impressed by the
beautiful pieces of artwork that surrounds
her and the other women who sit around
the tent busy working on handicrafts.
Rosemary says that what she has achieved
so far did not come on a silver platter
and is quick to add that hers is a story of
not giving up in life despite her disability.
Reverend Rosemary diplaying the artworks made by memebers of the group
She worked hard to be able to show the
society that disability is not inability and limb something she says she did not expect. to take care of her herself since her siblings were
that they only need a chance, not mercy.
not helpful and used also to tease her because of

“Getting a leg for me was Godsent”, her disability. Because of this, she had to quit her job.
Rosemary says adding that the Red
Cross organization further offered her a With four children to take care of, Rosemary
job after clearing her secondary school. refused beg money or sell sweets like other
physically disabled people out of personal self
Rosemary says that although she was working respect.
at the Red Cross offices in Muranga, she felt
lonely with no friends and always wondered She then moved to Kawangware and started
what she would do to be able to inspire other utilizing skills she had observed and learned
physically challenged persons who were used from others and started weaving baskets,
She says that once the leg was cut off, her to sitting in the streets and begging while making mats and necklaces by use of cheap
journey to being not an ordinary person others had given up on life and themselves. materials that she could collect in the streets.
started. “I felt terrible after my leg was
cut off but was determined to go ahead “I also used to wonder whether I would “You cannot stop an idea whose time has come.
and leave a normal life”, Rosemary says. find a man who would marry someone I started by going to Kawangware and Marikiti
Rosemary was born without any disability
and grew up as any other child. At the age
of four years, she fell down and injured
her left foot which later was treated in
hospital. As she was undergoing treatment
on her left foot, her right leg developed a
problem and started to slowly rot forcing
the
doctors
to
amputate
it.

Undeterred by her disability, Rosemary
pursued her education like any
other child despite the challenge
of walking in crutches at Mbiriri
Primary School in Muranga district.
After finishing her primary level, she
continued with her secondary level at
Nginda Girls School in Maragua until
when she reached third form that the
Kenya Red Cross Muranga branch
offered to fit her with an artificial

In many occasions, people call
physically challenged women funny
names. Instead of calling her Mrs.
Kajuma for instance, they call her
Mrs Kajuma Omulema, Kiwete or,
aka lame, among so many other
nick names. That does discriminate
against her in society.

NEED FOR SENSITIVITY

Reverend Rosemary Gichohi is one such
lady who has come out to beat all odds
and survive the challenges of living in
the society despite her physical disability.
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By Brenda Chipo,
FK exchange participant

The Kenya National Survey for Persons with
Disabilities Report (2008) indicates that
there is dire need for assistive devices and
support services which would enhance the
lives of PWD and allow them to participate
more efficiently in day-to-day activities.

According to the Chairperson of East
Africa Federation of the Disabled
(EAFOD) Dr. Samuel Kabue, the coming
to force of the treaty sixty years after
the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights marks a crucial development in
disabled peoples’ search for equality.
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Disability
is not
inability!

like me” she adds saying that due to this
she held on hoping and believing that she
deserved the same treatment, opportunities
and privileges just like any other person.”

(Wakulima) markets to pick up potato and onion
sacks that are thrown and come back home to
make these mats. For the necklaces I collected
papers and also borrowed used calendars and
newspapers from well-wishers to be able to
Because of this, she decided to have a family of her use them and for the bags I collect old radio
own and went on to give birth to four children who cassette and video tapes”, Rosemary says.
she happily says have been an inspiration to her.
She started small and introduced other
Rosemary says that as she continued working disabled people to join her and make the
at the Red Cross offices in Muranga, she still felt artworks instead of relying on hand outs.
there was something more she could do with her “We used to meet and raise 20 shillings each
life. When her first born daughter got sick, she had
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

Many terms that some people
view as offensive are not viewed
as offensive by others, and even
where some people are offended
by certain terms, others may be
offended by the replacement of
such terms with what they consider
to be euphemisms. Some people
believe that terms should be avoided
if they might offend people; others
hold the listener responsible for
misinterpreting terms used with nonoffensive intent.
Some are our family members
who we live and laugh with on a
daily basis. Calling them a Kiwete
or Kilema is likening them to a flat
tire; it is high time we called them
by their real names. These terms
are also considered negative or
offensive by people with or without
disabilities. That nick name (Kiwete in
Kiswahili, Omulema in Luganda) we
give our brothers and sisters isolate
and segregate them.
The above scenario has not only
identified the gap in women with
disabilities but research has also
shown that many such women
most likely have no say in and out
of their homes. As we approach the
general elections under the new

Disability is not
inability!
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

constitutional dispensation, it is time
for those living with various disabilities
to come out and vie for the various
positions as provided for in the new
Constitution. Five percent of all public
positions are reserved for people with
disabilities. And even though one
may be physically disabled, science
has shown that it does not affect their
mental abilities.
Policies are also needed to ensure
that buildings and other public places/
spaces are friendly to people living
with various disabilities. Ramps so that
those using wheelchairs can access all
areas of the building, publications and
documents such as the Constitution
should be readily available in braille
are just few examples of initiatives that
can greatly assist people living with
disabilities. This is the more reason why
more women living with disabilities
should vie for elctive posts to change
these scenarios.
During a morning show in one of the
leading radio stations, the Minister for
Special Programmes Honorable Esther
Murugu said that during her tenure at
the Ministry, she made sure that all new
buildings are built with a provision for
those with disabilities thus many of the
buildings have ramps.
She called upon men to be more
supportive to their wives and friends to
make it easy for women to uplift the
status of the country.
She adds that all old buildings which
make it difficult for people with
disabilities to move around were given
time to rectify that problem. Hon. Murugi
says that she will work hand in hand with
the people to see that women vie for
the various positions to realize the gains
for women in the new Constitution.

Time to end discrimination
On a personal level, let’s all purpose to
call people living with various disabilities
by their real names: Chikhawo, Bonet,
Sulait, Eva, Mariam, Hanim sound just
fine to me.

ISIOLO WOMEN HOPE WOMEN’S
LEADERSHIP AND NEW CONSTITUTION
WILL IMPROVE THEIR LOT
By Marceline Nyambala

T

he women sang in an animated
way their faces full of anticipation.
They sang of the joy of learning
their rights as women. However when
the singing stopped they spoke of a
different reality about their rights.
The reality that although they
had spent several months learning
about women and human rights
through the Association of Media
Women in Kenya (AMWIK) community
radio listening groups, these rights that
they now knew so well had eluded
them.
According to Zeinab Roba,
AMWIK Coordinator in Isiolo, women’s
groups in Isiolo had been very active
in participating in radio listening
sessions aimed at sensitizing them
about their rights, but were facing
serious challenges whenever trying to
pursue justice whenever their rights
have been violated. Roba says women
in the region face many challenges
which better and improved governance
structures can help resolve.

Isiolo women want the government to act on problems challenging them.

Isiolo women are thus hoping greaterwomen
representation in leadership and the implementation of the
new Constitution can help resolve the numerous circumstances
confronting them in the region including land and human rights
abuses.
Women representing various women’s groups in
Isiolo North have expressed their willingness to support
women leadership come the next general elections, and hope
the provisions of the new Constitution will result in greater
responsiveness by the duty bearers at the various government
departments including the police.
The violations they face include those that occur under
the watch of the government perpetuated by state officers,
violations at community level and at domestic levels all which
they say when reported to the various government organs have
been met by reluctant interventions.
“Despite the fact that there are administrative
policemen in charge of the area, people kill and burn each
other and destroy property,” says Elizabeth Kinyaa, a member of
Kiwanjani women group in Isiolo.“We feel that the government
does not protect our life and property… The government seems
to have neglected us and this has often been highlighted in the
media,” said Zeinab Roba, a human rights worker in the area who
also co-ordinates AMWIK activities in the area.
Roba said nearly every woman out of the 10 women

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
as fare to town and back with our sacks and papers.”
Since they started making artworks seven years ago,
Rosemary says they still pick the sacks from the market
and rely on donations of materials such as the calendars,
newspapers from well wishers. She adds that most of
them have been able to put food on their tables, support
their families, socialize, motivate and share together
under the tent which doubles as a church on Sunday.
Rosemary notes that the power of prayer is something
that she cannot take for granted, especially after she got
saved way back and got ordained as a Reverend in the
year 2002. Through her Christian faith and preaching, she
has been actively involved with the disabled community.
She was able to get wheelchairs for many other physically
challenged people through a well wisher who worked for
an organization known as Wheels for World Foundation
and empowered most of them to be independent.
Through the foundation, she used to get a vehicle and go
all the way to Nanyuki to pick up the wheelchairs, come
back to Nairobi and distribute them to fellow disabled
people who crawled on their hands and knees in the city and
ensure they have an opportunity to be able to move freely.

“Since I became a Christian, I have been going round the country
preaching and encouraging other disabled people to come
together, form groups and come up with something small
to do instead of relying on hand outs”, she says.
Rosemary says that through some good Samaritans from
Netherlands who visited her and bought some of her
handicrafts and also marketed her work in their own country,
she has been able to take all her four children who are already
grown up now to school as well as help other disabled persons
through training them in the kind of work she does.
Today, Reverend Rosemary runs the Word Alive
Foundation Fellowship, a church she started three years
ago. With sixteen other disabled people, they formed
the Special Talents and Treasures Cultural Group where
during weekdays, get together at the tent to make the
artifacts and meet on Sundays to fellowship together.
For Rosemary, she has been able to conquer adversity in her life
and managed to do so while making a difference in the society
through improving lives of others besides herself. She has
proved to be firm, patient with a strong heart to do things that
she has been doing to help other people living with disabilities.
She concludes by saying that people with disabilities are entitled
to equal rights and what they need is to be empowered in order
to be able to help themselves instead of falling back on the
disability stereotype of begging.

The proposed new
land laws should benefit
people of Isiolo. These
include the National
Land Commission bill,
Land Registration Bill,
Communal Land Bill and
Matrimonial Property
Bill.

Isiolo
is
a
cosmopolitan
town which brings together various
communities amongst them Borana, Meru, Turkana, Samburu
and other community groups. The women expressed concern
that the justice system in the area is equally not working. An
example is when a person has been arrested with firearms, the
trend has been that a few days later they were released on bond
only for them to continue participating in violence.
Agnes Moru of Anupit said some of the recurrent clashes
are about water and grazing land which have both become
increasingly scarce for various reasons including environmental
issues and pressure on land. The group members shared that
some pastoralists were allowed visitors to graze their cattle in
land allocated to them only for the visitors to acquire government
documents with a call to evict their hosts.
Rael Katiko says she paid Ksh 8,000 in 2009 after being
allocated a plot through balloting and has never been given any
allotment letters or any other documentation since then, nor
does she benefit from the land. They said land related cases
were numerous in the town. For Rael and the others in similar
circumstances, the process to get legal redress had also proved
futile as it was difficult to engage a lawyer. When they report
these matters to the police, they are told that the police do not
deal with land issues.
At the household level, they regretted that a chief in the
area who repeatedly defiled young girls without being brought
to book was now deceased. Ms Jane Thuo, AMWIK Executive
Director said that the Gender and Governance Programme
train women aspirants in Isiolo to effectively use media to
profile themselves and highlight such issues. Thuo said was also
partnering with Ford Foundation to ensure improved access to
justice for women.
She also added that the proposed new land laws
should benefit people of Isiolo. These include the National Land
Commission bill, Land Registration Bill, Communal Land Bill and
Matrimonial Property Bill. When these become law, it is hoped
they will help resolve the numerous thorny land issues facing the
country.
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We need chance, not mercy

represented at meeting
had lost a relative or
a friend in the violent
skirmishes
including
a member who lost a
spouse. They added that
Isiolo, which is under
trust land laws, is facing
serious land problems.
The council they reported
to had not governed and
allocated the property
in a just manner. “The
council,” they said “does
as it pleases.” It can
even allocate up to five
different people the
same plot.
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A Woman leader making a difference

CHIEF MARY MAINA’S STORY
By Florence Gichoya

M

y journey to Kimathi Location in
Murang’a East district in Murang’a
County was an epic. It was during the
rainy season and the villagers were busy tending
their farms and removing all the unwanted
weeds in the fertile soils. The people were of
good cheer and very friendly, they easily gave
me directions to their chief’s homestead and
even one offered to accompany me.
When I first met Chief Mary Wambui
Maina, I was impressed by her warm-heartedness
and welcoming cheer. She was very friendly and
easy to talk to. It was no wonder then that the
only woman chief in Murang’a East District is
a role model for the women in the district and
beyond.

Chief Mary has been a chief for one year
and no doubt she has accomplished a lot and
brought many positive changes in her locality.
Her journey to government leadership was far
from easy. Born in the location over 40 years ago
in Kimathi location, her family struggled to get
her through school and she had to drop out for
one year in form three because of lack of school
fees. But with determination and strong will,
she finished high school in 1986 and achieved
3rd division. However due to due to financial
constraints yet again, she was unable to further
her studies.

E

mpowering women in Kiambu County to
take up leadership positions is taking shape
courtesy of the Grassroots Organizations

educate.
The organization empowers women to interrogate

Chief Mary Maina, Administrator par excellence
and Chief of Ruiru Location.

readily available in the locality.
With an impressive work record for ten years,
in the year 2010 she was appointed chief of Kimathi
location being the only woman chief in Murang’a
East District. She heads two sub-locations: Rurii and
Githuri. In addition to representing the government
in Kimathi Location; Mary’s daily activities include
attending government meetings, advising women,
farmers, parents, students, solving domestic disputes
(which include inheritance wrangles, land disputes)
among others.
Mary believes whatever a man can do, a
woman can do and even better. Women need to come
out of their comfort zones and embrace leadership.
Women need to know that they can be capable leaders
not just because they are women but because they
have to be self-assured that they can
lead. Women should be validated and
given opportunities to lead.

not just because they are
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Operating Together in Sisterhood (GROOTS Kenya).
The organization’s formula is simple: Empower and

Tommy Lasorda once said, “The
difference between the impossible and the
possible lies in a person’s
determination.” Mary may
have been down, but she was
not out. For more than ten
years she involved herself with
Women need to come out
community projects and was
of their comfort zones and
an active community leader.
She was consulted by the
embrace leadership.
community for various issues.
It was also in this period where
Women need to know that
she involved herself in women
self-help groups and was their
they can be capable leaders
leader in that capacity.
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Empowering
Women in Kiambu
County

There is no position in life without
its challenges. For Chief Mary for
instance, there are numerous
orphans and vulnerable children in
the location where the government
is supporting them. There are also
old people who are too weak to take
care of themselves. However, the
government has rolled out a plan to
provide food and basic medical care
for them.

In 1999, she applied
women but because they
for the position of sub-chief.
In terms of education, the people of
She had confidence that
have to be self-assured that Kimathi have taken advantage of the
with her vast experience in
free primary education. However,
community leadership, she
they can lead.
many still lack school fees and school
would meet the government
necessities like school uniforms.
expectations. Mary Maina was
Women should be validated Mary has mobilized the community
appointed by the government
and local churches whereby they
to head the Rurii sub-location.
and given opportunities to
organize for fundraising activities
At the time the Rurii residents
to support the bright students from
lead.
wondered whether a woman
poor families. They have been able to
would manage the position.
send many children to the universities
It was a first in the locality and
which
was
rare
a
while back.
Mary was determined to proove her detractors
wrong. She says that it was her self-confidence
Chief Mary’s inspiring life assents Diane
and determination that propelled her to position
Mariechild
wise words that “A woman is the full
to serve the people of Rurii.
circle. Within her is the power to create, nurture and
transform.”
When she took over leadership, her
biggest challenge was widespread brewing
She affirms that when women validate
of chang’aa (illicit brew). However, with a
themselves, they will be proud of their jobs or
cooperative community, she embarked on
whatever they do for a living. They should know that
flushing out the activity by dismantling the
they can achieve whatever they set their eyes on and
brewing dens.
should not despise themselves; eventually they will
see and enjoy the fruits of their hard work. Ultimately
Eventually, brewing of illicit brew
the society will have educated children, successful and
became a thing of the past in the locality. With
fulfilled communities.
the success of curbing illicit brew, Chief Mary
realized that the unemployed youth who had
She is very thankful to her employer the Government
previously been engaging in drunkenness
of Kenya, which has set a favorable atmosphere to
were idle and desperate. She encouraged and
work well and is very supportive of women leaders.
implored them to start a self-help group and
She is also indebted to her supportive husband and
engage in sand harvesting business which is
two sons.

the

leadership

they

have

and

to

question

accountability. This in turn makes them to think and
be willing to participate in bringing forth the change
they want in leadership. From here the women are
mentored to prepare themselves for leadership
posts. Ms. Esther Mwaura, GROOT Kenya’s National
Co-ordinator emphasizes that it is only after women
define the leadership they want that they can put
that leadership into power.
She notes that organized groups of women have
existed since time immemorial in society; this is as a
response to spiritual, economic, social, political and
environmental challenges. “Women may form these
groups to address economic issues but later the
groups becomes a formidable platform to a myriad
of other issues to the women’s benefit,” Ms. Mwaura
notes.
Groups, according to GROOTS Kenya, can develop
into institutions of greatness in any community thus
the need to recognize the power and opportunities
that these organizations present to their members.
“We recognize the importance of these groups
and have been organizing and strengthening the
development of community groups led by grassroots
women. In Kiambu County, we are concentrated in
Gatundu North and South,” adds Ms. Mwaura.
Challenges
GROOTS Kenya contends that previous power
regimes in the country weakened women’s chances
of accessing power, relegating them to observers
and keeping them away from transformative political
and leadership development.
The organization
is however satisfied that the new Constitution has
reversed that and women now have a chance to
be decision makers. “However, women in leadership
are highly fragmented and more often than not, the
women sitting at decision making positions do not
know each other even if they are from the same
constituencies,” Ms. Mwaura notes.
As a result, according to Ms. Mwaura, communities
do not know all the leaders including those in key
positions like the Constituency Aids Committee,
Constituency Development Funds, Road Levy Fund
and Bursary Fund which are important avenues for
social, political and economic change in Kenya
today.
The big divide, suspicion and sometimes animosity
among women in decision making and those working
and organizing on the ground hinders progress in
transformative women leadership.
“It is noted that most women in positions of
leadership at the constituency levels, particularly in
cases of managing devolved government funds, are
appointed by parliamentarians or councilors. They
are often their relatives, close friends or core political
campaigners, which inhibits their independence in
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Patricia Parsitau
Change agent with a passion for
development

T

By Collins Oyombe

raditions, culture and societal norms play a critical role
in general elections and determine who is elected.
However, this has not been so for Patricia Parsitau who
has gone against the grain and is the new face of tradition and
development in Narok County.
Born on July 1971 in Narok District, Patricia was lucky when her
parents took her to school at a time when many parents from her
community shunned taking their girls to school. She joined St.
Mary’s Primary School and subsequently St. Mary’s Secondary
School before proceeding to the University of Nairobi to pursue
a Bachelor of Education Degree (Arts) where she studied English
and Literature. Upon graduation, she was posted to Narok High
School and took it upon herself to be a role model and mentor
to the youth.
“I did a lot of sensitization
on the importance of
education when, with the
general marginalization of
the girl child, she lobbied the
professional women to from
Narok Women Lobby Group
to agitate the importance of
equal opportunities for both
sexes.”

Above: Patricia stressing a point during a
campaign rally in Narok County.
Ms. Parsitau is an aspiring candidate for the
Narok County Women's Representative in
the forthcoming general elections.
Inset: Patricia addressing a leaders meeting.
The leaders were drawn from Rift Valley.

‘If elected, I will
maximize and exploit
every economic
opportunity in Narok
for the betterment of my
people."
MS. PARSITAU

Registered Voters: 221,286,
National percentage of Registered Voters: 2%
Location:South-west of Kenya, borders Nakuru, Bomet,

Nyamira and Kisii to the North West, Kajiado to the East and
Migori to the west. Narok County shares a border to south
west with Tanzania.

Climate: temperatures range from minimum of 8 to
maximum of 28 degrees centigrade. It has two rainy
seasons with average rainfall ranging from 500 to 1,800 mm
per annum

With the advantage of being in her home district and understanding the local
culture, her first initiative was to advice the Action Aid to build Manyattas as homebased care centers which would in turn be used as learning centers.

Farming: Wheat, Barley, Maize, Livestock

While still at Action Aid, she lobbied the youth and sensitized them on the effects
of HIV/AIDS and the importance of circumcision which she did with the help of
cultural elders with very positive results.
With the help of local CBO’s and local leaders, she also lobbied and mobilized
over 13,000 signatures through her initiative that saw the amendment of Wildlife
Conversation & Management Act (Cap 376) that was filed by the then Laikipia West
MP, G.G. Kariuki.
Through this amendment, compensation for death caused by a wild animal rose
from Kshs. 30,000 to Kshs. 275,000 and Kshs. 45,000 from an initial Ksh. 4,000
which was previously awarded incase of bodily harm by the animals.
“While in Narok with AAIK, Patricia initiated a CBO in Narok that advocated
against men selling land, with rose to be a powerful group that saw the chairlady
of the CBO be nominated as a councilor in Narok Municipality. With a passion for
change in her home area. Ms. Parsitau has been traversing Narok County doing
civic education for women and mobilizing funds through friends among other well
wishers to support less fortunate children’s education.
“I also lobbied and supervised the construction of the 50 km water project
in Ntuka Location after realizing that women used most of their time to fetch
water and walked up to 10km in some instances instead of doing other beneficial
activities.“she quips.
As an educationist and development expert, she has raised proposals for the
construction of schools in Osupukos division and Nkareta loctions as she realized
that Narok was lagging behind in education. She was was a key initiator of the Narok
Education Task Force and through coordination and help of other professionals,
they would go to schools and talk to students.
They initiated prize giving days for best performing students and also did
fundraising for the task force. Among achievements of this task force was the
formation of the Narok University.
“We realized that instead of students who pass to go to Nairobi for university
education, it would be better to have our own campus here,’
After the promulgation of the new Constitution that give women great gains,

Constituencies (2010): Narok North, Narok South and
Kilgoris

Districts (2009): Narok North, Narok South, Transmara
East, Transmara West/Dikirr)

Attractions in Narok County: Maasai Mara Game

Reserve

Economic Activities in Narok County: Tourism,
Universities / Colleges in Narok County: Moi

University, Narok Campus, Narok Teachers Training College

Poverty Level: 12% of population live below the poverty
line

Education : Pupil to teacher ratio for public schools:33:1
local leaders approached Patricia Parsitau requesting her to offer
herself for position of women representative for Narok County.
“With my track record or development and transparency, they
felt I fitted the bill and I promised not to let them down. I have
been meeting women and other stakeholders every weekend and
I have already started my campaigns for the seat,” asserts the
leader.
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It needs a fresh start
where people can reinvest in the county as
it leads in potato, wheat
and beef production yet
then are no factories to
process this commodities.

Population: 850,920

With a burning ambition
and desire to succeed, the
trained teacher enrolled for
a Masters of Arts Degree
in Development Studies at
the Moi University and was
immediately employed by
the Action Aid International,
Kenya
(AAIK)
as
a
Programme Officer under
the Early Childhood Education (ECD) and was again posted to the Narok District
“when I was posted back to Narok, I knew that I will use this opportunity to
influence the change and development that I always yearned for” Says a pensive
Parsitau.

“I ensured that the children who attended the learning sessions were given food
to eat and with the help of some Community Based Organizations, (CBO’S) the
enrolment of school going children rose up to 2,500 pupils in three locations all in
a short timespan,” says the determined development worker.

Narok is one of the
richest counties with a
potential of earning 3.5
billion annually.

NAROK COUNTY AT A GLANCE

Economic stimulation, rights of women, employment creation
for the youths, access to quality education, infrastructure and
devolved governance of Narok are key factors on her agenda if
elected.

Narok being one of the richest counties with a potential of earning
3.5 billion annually needs a fresh start where people can re-invest
in the county as it leads in potato, wheat and beef production yet
then are no factories to process this commodities. ‘If elected, I
will maximize and exploit every economic opportunity in Narok
for the betterment of my people’.
As the clock ticks and campaigns start gaining momentum, Patricia
Siimoi Parsitau is confident of winning the seat, though finances is
a major challenge as she only uses her salary and gets boosts from
friends once in a while.
“The work, commitment and dedication that I have given the
people of Narok ought to be looked at, I think they will consider
this and vote wisely,” she observes.
Patricia is married to Mr. Silas Parsitau and are blessed with two
sons. Patricia has been advising her constituents in the county to
look at her as their daughter and elect her as per her capabilities
just like Members of Parliament Honorable Cecily Mbarire of
Runyenjes and Dr. Esther Laboso of Sotik whose husbands come
from different areas.
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A
youthful
politician
plans to
unseat
Ruto
By Faith Muiruri

W

innie Maru is venturing into elective
politics for the first time. But that will not stop
her from mounting a spirited campaign
to trounce the towering Eldoret North
MP, Honorable William Samoei Ruto in the
forthcoming general elections. This is albeit
the fact that Honorable Ruto enjoys an
almost fanatical following in his political
backyard. In fact, he has managed to cut
a niche for himself as the point man for the
Kalenjin community.
However, her political prospects are largely
dependent on whether the incumbent MP
will forge ahead in his bid for the presidency
as this will automatically block him from
running for other elective positions as
outlined in the Elections Act, 2011.

Winnie’s entry into the political arena is
driven by a strong belief that she can be
able to influence decisions in favour of
young women whose voice is missing in
major decision making platforms.

groups in the country which if utilized, can
help plant about 40 million trees. But our
priorities are misplaced, and we accord so
much attention to issues which have less
impact in our lives,” she adds.

“Young women aged between 18-40
years account for a significant percentage
of votes in this country but there is a huge
gap in terms of representation in decision
making processes. This is mainly because
they have not been mentored to take up
leadership positions. However, time has
come for them to demand their rightful
share in the public sphere,” adds the 36
year-old aspirant who is also the Director
of Tembea Tours and Travel Limited.

She is emphatic that proper conservation
efforts will help restore the environment and
play a crucial role in addressing perennial
food shortages currently facing the country.

She says the next elections presents a
new phase in Kenyan politics and young
women cannot afford to take a back
seat.
“It is bad enough that patriarchy has
consigned us to the periphery. But we
must unite in sending the old guards home
and increasing our representation in the
next elections,” adds
the youthful politician
during an interview with
The Dawn.
The
energetic
and
outspoken aspirant is
also banking on the
youth vote.

The next

Winnie Maru,
Parlaimentary
aspirant,
Eldoret North
constituency

She is also part of the Forum for Young
Women Politicians, which is a networking
platform for young women under 40 years
of age who seek to run for political and
public office in Kenya.
Her agenda includes harnessing the hidden
potential in the energy sector.
She says that she will push for the adoption
of
alternative
sources
of energy through the
production of solar energy
which will help create a
elections
conducive environment for
investment.

represents a fresh start

and a new phase for the

Better yet, the tide could change in her
favour if the embattled Eldoret North MP is
indicted by the International Criminal Court
(ICC) process where he is facing charges on
crimes against humanity.

Among her plans are
hosting a forum for youth
empowerment
which
will not only solidify her
political support, but
also
strengthen
the
capacity of youth to
compete effectively for
leadership positions.

Winnie is also banking on the additional
eighty new constituencies to be created by
the Independent Electoral and Boundary
Commission (IEBC).

She says that the next elections represents
a fresh start and a new phase for the youth
of Kenya who live through its goodness
and challenges.

Eldoret North which has a population of
391,655 people is slated to get an additional
constituency if recommendations by the
disbanded Interim Independent Boundary
Review Commission (IIBRC) led by Andrew
Ligale are adopted.

“The youth must reject attempts by the
old guards to cling onto power and
take up elective posts to help shape the
framework for their empowerment,” urges
the former assistant manager with the
Postal Corporation.

“It is one thing to set aside funds to build
dams when no efforts are being made to
restore our forest cover,” she laments.

youth of Kenya who live
through its goodness and

She says that the current
power tariffs were prohibitive
and unaffordable to a
majority of Kenyans who
rely on kerosene and whose
price has risen astronomically
in the recent past.

challenges.

Winnie says that as a country,
we should explore the
possibility of coming up with
alternative sources of fuel
and stop enriching oil producing countries.
She adds that Kenya also needs to tap
on the great potential in biofuels to help
cushion the ordinary person from the ever
rising costs of fuel.
Winnie has a great affinity for the
environment. She plans to mobilize all
registered youth groups in the country in
reclaiming the depleted forest cover.
“We have about 40,000 registered youth

She says that it unfortunate that parts of Rift
Valley such as Turkana were experiencing
food shortages when the same food is
going to waste in the highland areas.
“We need to come up with clear strategies
on food distribution mechanisms to avert
calamities which are being experienced in
most parts of the country.
Winnie says that archaic laws which still
govern the agricultural sector of this country
need to be revised to allow farmers to sell
their produce without restrictions.
“For instance, farmers in Uasin Gishu District
cannot sell their produce beyond Eldoret
but they are required to sell their surplus
produce to the National Cereals and
Produce Board at a throwaway price,” she
says adding that such provisions are archaic
and meant to deny farmers earnings.
She says there must be in place measures
that allow for even distribution of resources
and opportunities in a manner that result
in improved livelihood and lifestyles for
all Kenyans especially the marginalized
communities.
She says that she is committed to equity
and social reform and plans to lobby
for the implementation of policies and
priorities that provide a strong platform for
economic empowerment of the youth and
women. Currently, majority of youth in her
constituency were unable to access the
Youth Fund and therefore, she plans to push
for the removal of inhibitive conditions that
frustrate their access to the fund.
It however remains to be seen how much
support she will be able to amass ahead of
the elections.

WOMEN RIGHTS ACTIVIST WITH A PASSION FOR CHANGE
By Collins Oyombe
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financial challenges to overcome she started her
own secondary school, Imprezza in the sprawling
slums of Riruta Satellite.

s the political terrain shapes up in the country
women who are majority in terms of numbers
tend to shun political activities but this has not
been so for one Christine Omanyo. Having contested
the Nambale parliamentary seat at the young age
of 28 years in 2007, the upcoming leader is making
great strikes in bringing development and training
women in entrepreneurship as she seeks to improve
their daily livelihood.

“Starting was very difficult but because I did not
have any resources, so I talked to the landlord of
where I wanted to start the school and I could
pay him in installments” she says pensively. In
2004 lady luck came knocking and an encounter
with a group of 13 young students from South
West England, Torquar grammar school visited
her school and so the plight of the students
some of whom could not afford fees, leave alone
school uniform, were touched and upon returning
to England started fundraising and sending
donations to the school.

Born 32 years ago, Christine was the fourth born in
a family of 10 children, she learnt to fend for herself
early in life “Being brought up with a single mother
was not easy ands one had to tough” She asserts
“my father died and left us while I was still young
so my mother who worked as a tea girl at Mumias
Sugar company struggled with fending for us” she
quips.
The young leader attended Busia primary for her
lower classes before clearing her primary education
in Kakamega in the year 1993. She later joined St.
Marys Mumias Girls through a sponsorship by the
local Catholic Church.

I am confident
and prepared to
capture the seat and
am already on the
ground.

“By the time I was 16 years in form two my desire
to make it in life was so strong and I can say this is
where my quest for leadership started” She asserts.
After completing her high school she passed well
upon which she joined University of Nairobi for a
Bachelor of Education Degree, but as fate would
have it she got pregnant while doing her second
year which made her to get married while still
pursuing her degree programme and managed to
graduate two years later something she takes with CHRISTINE OMANYO, BUSIA COUNTY
WOMEN REPRESENTATIVE HOPEFUL
great stride.
With twins to take care for and insurmountable

Things now started moving the school employed
a few teachers though challenges were still there,
the shock of her life came when in the year 2006
July she lost her husband at the tender age of 27
years. “It was the most devastating moment of my
life as I didn’t know what to do with the demise of
the father of my twin children I thought the world
had come to an end” She says as she gazes a far.
“My relatives friends and my church stood by me
and with time I was able to overcome” says the
teacher.
Through politician Orie Rogo Manduli and poverty
levels in her home area she developed the desire
to join politics and decided to vie for the Nambale
parliamentary in Western province, after attending
a leadership course at the National Democratic
Institute ( NDI )
“My candidacy was taken with mixed reactions
and my age, marital status, political inexperience
were working to my disadvantage but I just had to

pull through because I really wanted to see change in
my constituency” she passionately asserts. With only
five months to election, she had work extra hard to
publicize her candidacy “Some thought I was a stooge
of the sitting M.P to split votes, but as time went they
realized I was a serious candidate and that’s when
people started taking me seriously she quips.
”Finances were a major handicap in my campaigns as
my opponents had a lot of money to buy and bribe
voters but this did not deter me from my course”.
The young politician was able to organize a spirited
campaign despite the insults that come with being a
young single woman vying for a parliamentary seat.
“I came third garnering over 8000 votes and this was
quite impressive to me despite being a late entrant”
says the now confident leader.
With elections round the corner Omanyo, has
declared interest in the now Busia county, for the
position of women representative and has been
having consultative forums with local leaders. “The
people of Busia have approached me for the seat
and I would not let them down, I also have been
doing a lot of work, through giving. Sponsorship at
my Imprezza school which relocated from Nairobi to
Matayos in Busia and I have been active in women
development projects across the county” says the
mother of two.
As the clock ticks towards 2012 the leader who has
seen it all in her young age is bracing her self for now
a bigger battle which is not at county level as she
seeks to be the pioneer women representative in
parliament for the Busia county. “I am confident and
prepared to capture the seat and am already on the
ground.” As I leave her I realize a strong willed young
woman determined to achieve despite all odds.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: Critical component of
the constitutional implementation process

By Mercy Njoroge

T

THE TWO-THIRDS
PRINCIPLE
“Women and other
minority groups have
suffered decades of
marginalization.
All sectors of this
country must be alive to
the new constitutional
realities and align their
employees to reflect
national diversity.
There is a tendency
to feminize deputy
positions in the
expanded political
space for women
leaders.

he issue of affirmative action in
the National Assembly, Senate
and the Counties remains
critical to avert a constitutional crisis
in the country.

must ensure that the government
implements the principle in existing
offices,” she adds during a workshop
for journalists on writing about the
constitution implementation process.

A prominent constitutional
lawyer, Ms. Judy Thongori says
that it is not enough that the
implementation process has taken
off. “What really matters is the nature
of the implementation so that we
do not end up having the same
problems currently afflicting the
nation,” she adds.

She says that all sectors of
this country must be alive to the
new constitutional realities and
align their employees to reflect
national diversity. Ms. Thongori
at the same time adds that as
the implementation process gets
underway, Kenyans and in particular
women must be vigilant to make sure
that the spirit of the reform process is
not lost along the way. The current

“Kenya suffered uncertainty
in this area in 2007; we cannot
afford to come out of elections
with uncertainty as to the
constitutionality of Parliament
which will be the case if we
ignore the two- thirds principle.”

“Article 27 (8) is very clear
that the government shall take
legislative measures to ensure that
not more than two-thirds of the
members of elective or appointive
bodies shall be of the same gender,”
she explains, adding that anytime
you exceed representation of one
gender you are going against the
Constitution.
Ms. Thongori at the same
time points out that the two-thirds
affirmative action principle in the
new Constitution must be replicated
in all areas including public offices,
state departments and parastatals
to avoid a constitutional crisis.

“Women and other minority
groups have suffered decades
of marginalization. We therefore
need to invest highly in restoring
their confidence to enable them
perceive and take up the leadership
mantle as a fundamental right,”
he affirms.

scenario where people want to resist
change does not auger well for the
implementation process. It sets a
bad precedence in the realization
of equality which remains a key pillar
in the Constitution.
“There is a tendency to
feminize deputy positions in the
expanded political space for women
leaders as happened in Uganda,”
she
notes.
Feminizing
deputy
positions was retrogressive since real
power lies with the chairperson who
can only relinquish the top seat to
their deputies at their whim.
Thongori further challenged
the media to hold persons and offices
tasked with the implementation of
the constitution accountable to help
uphold the letter and the spirit of the
new Constitution.
similar

Lawyer Elisha Ogoya shares
sentiments. He says that

“Time has come for this group
to push for their own agenda as
we formulate policies in line with
the New Constitution,” he adds.
Ogoya says that the assumption
by opinion shapers that the twothirds affirmative action principle
is unreasonable is subjective and
they must be made to abide by
the constitution.
He further dispels the notion
that the affirmative action only
applies to women saying that all
implementing agencies including
the state must comply with Articles
54 and 55 which dictate that
measures must be taken including
affirmative action to ensure that
the disabled and the youth among
other marginalized groups access
equal opportunities.
“There is a mistaken belief
that when we talk about Affirmative
Action, we are talking about women.
This clause captures all other groups
that have been marginalized in the
past,” he explains.
He challenged the judiciary
to prepare to proactively abide by
Articles 23, 165 and 258 of the new
Constitution.

CONTINUED from page 16
decision making.”

of bringing together men and youth in positions of
leadership. The project has provided a strong base and “The project should be implemented, not only to establish
The organization notes that there have also been understanding of the significant roles women play in who the women are and the positions they hold, but to
instances where politicians feel threatened by power of local development,” Ms. Mwaura explains.
also help them reflect where they are coming from and
organizing among women and intervene in a way that
determine their long term objectives as leaders. This
slows the progress.
Ms. Mwaura also notes that the choice of the name of requires unique capacity enhancement that GROOTS
the project, ‘Champions for Transformative Leadership’ Kenya would gladly share with others to replicate similar
Mapping of women
resonated well with women in leadership and the interventions in other regions in Kenya.”
In response, GROOTS Kenya opted to carry out relationship organizers as it clearly demonstrated that they were
building consultations and meetings on the ground. This pursuing the process to individually and collectively It is clear that well coordinated local organizing, as
birthed the ‘Champions for Transformative Leadership’ transform and become the agents of changes in the established through the implementation of this project
project which involved mapping and profiling of every institutions.
at the local level; has very strong and immediate
individual woman in leadership in the area.
opportunities to influence local and global policy and
The champions
programmes. Women on the ground would benefit if they
This has motivated women to interrogate and strengthen GROOTS Kenya believes women are motivated to know borrowed GROOTS Kenya’s project. Unity in women groups
their collective roles as transformative agents for local that they are considered champions and stresses that is evidence that women can actually work together.
development. “Conducting the profiling of women in the ‘Champions for Transformative Leadership’ project
leadership in each of the constituencies strengthened is timely and worthy of replication in other parts of This should be the goal of women seeking leadership
relationships and affirmed our project intentions on the
Kenya in order for communities to take advantage of posts politically or other. Teamwork, a common goal and
ground. GROOTS Kenya also incorporated the aspect the current provisions by the Constitution.
transparency will also go a long way.
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“No efforts appear to have
been made towards remedying this
position and we suggest that as we
track the new appointments, we

He however feels that the
biggest question now is whether
women and other vulnerable groups
are psychologically prepared to take
advantage of the Affirmative Action
provision in the new Constitution.

He says that time had come
for all marginalized groups which
include women, youth, ethnic
minorities and people with
disabilities to take a front seat
and articulate their agenda.

She
says
that
“If
you respect the two thirds
affirmative action principle,
then it means you will respect
other
provisions
in
the
Constitution.
She
scoffed
at
assertions by some legislators
that the two-thirds affirmative
action principle is progressive
and not immediate, terming it
as a serious misinterpretation of the
new constitution.

all efforts must now be directed
towards the realization of the twothirds affirmative action principle.
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ROADMAP TO GENERAL ELECTIONS
Advise to women aspirants

The Political Parties Act, 2011

The Elections Act, 2011

T

T

he Independent Electoral and
Boundaries Commission (IEBC)
announced March 4, 2013 as
the date when the next general
elections and the first under our
new constituional dispensation will
be held.

his is an Act of Parliament to provide for the registration, regulation and funding of political parties as well
as other related issues. The Act deals with among other
things, registration and regulation of political parties, Under
this, Dawn Issue 2 advices women aspirants to familiarize
themselves with the following key provisions:
Formation of political parties, requirements of a political
party, conditions of full registration, contents of constitution or rules of a political party, restrictions public officers
in a political party, disqualification from holding executive
office in a political party, resignation from political party
as well as the rights and privileges of political party among
others.

The commission then released a
timetable or a roadmap to the
elections which includes among
other things, voter education
exercise, registration of new voters,
etc.

Deregistration of a political party and the effect of cancellation of registration, funding and accounts of political
parties which creates the Political Parties Fund available to
all duly-registered political parties.

The Dawn Issue 2 is urging aspiring
women candidates for the
various elective positions, (Senate,
National Assembly or the County
Assemblies) to be extremely vigilant
in all aspects to ensure maximum
gains for the women’s agenda.

On funds, this section deals with sources of moneys in
the Fund, distribution, purposes and offences related to
sources of funds among others. It also addresses declaration of assets, liabilities and expenditure in relation to elections, audit of political parties accounts and creates the
Accounts and Audit Office of the Registrar.

Top on the list of things that women
aspirants must do is to familiarize
themselves with contents of key
policy and legal documents
that may aid them to navigate
the harsh political terrain in
Kenya. Here, The Dawn Issue 2
has outlines two of these key
documents for the benefit of
all women aspirants in the
forthcoming elections.

Part four is important as it deals with Political Parties
Disputes Tribunal on establishment, jurisdiction,
determination of disputes and removal
of member of the Tribunal.
On general provisions, this
section deals with offences,
general penalty, winding up
political party, Regulations
and Transitional provisions
among others.

The Elections Act, 2011
The Elections Act, 2011 is
an Act of Parliament that
has been enacted to
deal with the following:

The Political Parties Act, 2011
contains the following schedules:
First Schedule — Code Of Conduct For Political Parties

Registration of voters
and determination of
questions concerning
registration, the conduct of elections to
the office of the President, the National Assembly, the Senate,
county governor
and county assembly. It also deals
with the recall of a Member
of Parliament, provision for the
conduct of referenda, elections
offences and provide for election
dispute resolution mechanism as
well as general provisions.

Second Schedule — Contents Of
The Constitution Or Rules Of A Political Party
Third Schedule — Basic Requirements
For Coalition Agreement
Fourth Schedule — Oath Of Office/ Solemn Affirmation Of Registrar Of Political
Parties/ Assistant Registrar Of The Political Parties/ Chairperson And Members
Of The Selection Committee/ Chairperson
And Members Of The Political Parties Dis- putes Tribunal
Fifth Schedule — Procedures Relating To The Selection
Committee

The Act also contains the following
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Schedules:
The First Schedule which deals with
the election of speaker of county
assembly.
The Second Schedule which deals
with the Electoral Code of Conduct.
The Third Schedule which deals with
the Oath of Secrecy.
On elections, key aspects that
women aspirants should familiarize
themselves with include all provisions and especially the following:
Qualifications for nomination of
candidates, nomination of candidates by a political party, presidential, parliamentary, County governor and County assembly elections;
the election of county assembly
speaker, qualifications and disqualifications for nomination as member
of parliament as well as qualifications for nomination as member of
county assembly.
Further, it touches on submission
of party nomination rules, submission of party membership lists and
power to nominate.
It goes to give procedures for
nomination of political party candidates, the approval of symbol for
independent candidate, nomination of independent candidates,
nomination of party list members,
nomination of party lists members
and submission of party lists. Allocation and re-allocation of special
seats, is also addressed.
On election offences, issues to be
familiar with include offences relating to register of voters and voter‘s
cards, bribery, use of force or
violence during election period, offences relating to elections, use of
public resources among others. On
election disputes resolution, women
aspirants should focus on provisions for election petitions, county
election petitions, presentation of
petitions, procedure of election
court on receipt of petition among
others.

